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Abstract

The generation of curvilinear, high-order meshes for CFD applications remains a

significant bottleneck in the progress and application of high-order CFD methods.

These methods have superior numerical accuracy over low-order methods due to

their use of piecewise polynomial representations of domains and solutions. As such

they are viewed as a potential source of higher fidelity simulations with a view of

industrial application [81]. The current state of the art in high-order mesh generation

does not provide a reliable and efficient approach which would be required in an

industrial setting.

This thesis investigates the generation of high-order curvilinear meshes for CFD

applications. It focuses around the design and algorithms of an open-source high-

order mesh generator, NekMesh, which has been created as part of this project and is

part of the Nektar++ high-order CFD suite. The program aims to create high-order

meshes directly from CAD as automatically and robustly as possible. This means

that all parts of the high-order meshing problem must be addressed including CAD

handling and linear mesh generation.

A significant contribution of this thesis to high-order mesh generation is the

work on a variational approach to the generation of curved meshes. This has been

encompassed in a framework within NekMesh. It has been shown to be able to

apply several high-order mesh generation methods found throughout the literature

and unify them in one context. In addition to this the algorithms used within this

framework mitigate a significant amount of the high computational cost associated

with high-order mesh generation and attempts to address robustness issues.

In addition to the work on NekMesh this thesis also explores using a semi-

structured approach to linear mesh generation which can address several robustness

issues. It also applies several the methods created to industrially relevant examples.
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1

Introduction and objectives

Unstructured low-order (linear) mesh generation of complex domains has reached

a level of sophistication and robustness that has seen the computational analysis

of fluid flow become common place within numerous industrial applications. Here,

robustness means that the techniques work on a wide range of cases and they do

not require the user to have a expert level of knowledge of the individual meshing

processes. However these linear meshes and their corresponding solvers are often

limited to second-order accuracy and steady flow problems. Recently there has been

an increased interest in CFD techniques which utilise high-order approximations as

an option to increase numerical accuracy in a number areas such as unsteady flows.

These methods can be used on complex domains with unstructured meshes [93] and

can exhibit higher rates of convergence on properly constructed meshes [72]. As such

high-order finite element analysis of fluid flow has been highlighted as a potential

route for advancing CFD towards higher fidelity methods [81]. It should be noted

that while there are a number of good features of high-order methods, along with

mesh generation, there are number of issues such as restrictive CFL conditions and

high computational costs. High-order CFD solvers have matured into a number of

well developed tools such as Nektar++ [13].

A significant bottleneck in the high-order CFD process is the generation of qual-

ity unstructured curvilinear meshes [81]. This is one of the key factors currently

preventing the wider uptake of high-order methods for CFD within academia and

especially industry. While unstructured high-order mesh generation is not a new

area of research, the documented, in some cases industrially relevant, examples

within academia seldom present the robust mesh generation tools which are re-

quired for non-expert users. The theoretical guarantees of mesh validity that exist

for some methods of linear mesh generation (e.g. Delaunay) have not been exten-

sively explored for high-order meshes [79]. This makes high-order mesh generation
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a significantly tougher challenge than linear mesh generation.

In high-order mesh generation the issue of robustness is almost universally poorly

addressed. No high-order mesh generation process to date has demonstrated the

ability to systematically generate meshes on arbitrary geometries. In addition to

this, the ability for a non-expert user to use the tools, input their own geometries

and get a valid mesh is rarely mentioned. This is further confounded by the fact

that very few of these tools are ever shared within the community, as open-source

codes or otherwise. Before any form of industrial uptake can be truly considered,

robustness must be addressed within all high-order mesh generation processes.

The following literature review discusses some of the fundamentals of high-order

meshes and their generation and critically discusses a number of published works in

the field.

1.1 Review of the state of the art

In contrast to standard linear meshes, where the edges of an element are straight

lines and the faces are simplicies, high-order elements are formed of curvilinear

entities. These are described by polynomials of a given order which, can be defined

in a number of ways, but for the purposes of the presentation in this thesis, are

defined in nodal fashion through the interpolation of a set of nodes such that the

shape function

x = φM(ξ) =
N∑
n=1

xn`n(ξ), (1.1)

describes the relation between the reference and real space location of a point within

an element. Following the notation of Figure 1.1, x is the spatial location within

the element, ξ is the reference space location, xn is the location of a given node in

the element and `n is a Lagrange polynomial interpolant.

A curvilinear mesh describes geometric boundaries with superior accuracy and

with element sizes that are larger than would otherwise be possible with linear

elements. The use of coarse, higher order curvilinear elements is preferred to lower

order, finer elements in high-order solvers due to their higher numerical accuracy in

representing both the geometry and the solution.

The standard approach adopted by the majority of high-order meshing tech-

niques is the a posteriori deformation of a valid unstructured linear mesh [22, 39,

52, 72, 76, 78, 97] to name but a few. The issues with this approach to high-order

mesh generation are well documented and common to almost all the various tech-

niques [22,78]. Under this principle, mesh entities (faces and edges) on the boundary
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ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) ∈ Ωst

standard element

ξ1

ξ2

ξn

y = (y1, y2) ∈ Ωe
I

ideal element

yn

x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ωe

curvilinear element

xn

φI

φM

φ

Figure 1.1. A triangular element is used for illustration purposes, but the notation

is general and applicable to other element types. On the left the map

of a standard (reference) element Ωst onto the straight-sided element Ωe
I

through the mapping φI : Ωst → Ωe
I and onto the curvilinear element

φe : Ωst → Ωe. The deformation mapping φ : Ωe
I → Ωe is then defined

through the composition φ = φe
M ◦ φ−1

I .

of the domain are curved by adding high-order nodes and then enforcing that the

nodes lie on the domain boundary. This simple idea for high-order mesh generation

has a key flaw: the curving process can, and almost certainly will, create elements

which self intersect or have near tangent vertices in all but the most simple geometric

and mesh configurations. Figure 1.2 illustrates this. It shows a valid linear element

in figure (a), a valid high-order element in figure (b), a invalid high-order element

due to near tangent vertices (c) and a invalid element due to self-intersection (d),

based on different profiles of the geometric edge shown with the red line. The black

edges of the elements can be considered to be interior mesh entities and are therefore

not curved.

In this example the problem could easily be solved by curving the other two

edges of the triangle. But whereas the domain definition, usually from CAD, defines

how to curve the boundary mesh entities, no such guidance is available on how to

curve the interior entities. Therefore the task of high-order meshing is to obtain

a deformation such that the resulting curvilinear mesh is geometrically conforming

with the boundary and its interior is curved to accommodate the boundary defor-

mation and produce a valid mesh. However, it is notoriously difficult to obtain a
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(a) Valid linear element. (b) Valid high-order element.

(c) Invalid high-order element. (d) Invalid high-order element.

Figure 1.2. Four figures showing examples of linear elements (a) a valid high-order

element (b) a high-order element with near tangent edges (c) and a self

intersecting invalid high-order element (d). The red edge represents a

geometric boundary.

valid domain interior deformation. Therefore the focus of nearly all the research

into high-order meshing has been to define suitable deformations.

The problem is quite regularly framed as the task of finding a mapping that takes

a straight-sided (linear) mesh to a valid, quality, curvilinear mesh. This problem is

formally illustrated in figure 1.1. I.e a mapping, φ, is sought which takes the linear

element (or mesh), sometimes referred to as the ideal element, to its curvilinear

counterpart. As it is standard practice in finite element methods it is useful to

express the mapping with respect to a standard element. Here and for the rest

of this thesis, those mappings are denoted by φI and φM and they represent the

transformations from the standard element to the ideal and curvilinear elements,

respectively.

The mapping φ takes the linear mesh to a valid curvilinear and, ideally, defines

the highest quality elements possible. Mathematically, the condition of validity of

this mapping is

det(∇φM) > 0 ∀ξ ∈ Ω. (1.2)

∇φM =
∂φM
∂ξ

(1.3)

This applies to elements of any shape or order and requires that the determinant

of the transformation matrix (or deformation gradient), ∇φM , usually referred to

as the Jacobian, J , between the standard and curvilinear elements, must be greater

than zero at all locations within an element for it to be valid. An alternative
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interpretation of the Jacobian, in a 3D element, is as the ratio of changes in volume

from one space to another, i.e.

dv = J dV (1.4)

Therefore the statement of validity that J > 0 says that there must be no neg-

ative volume in the element, or alternatively the element must not self-intersect.

More commonly, because the operations are performed in a discretised space, this

statement is modified to say that the Jacobian must be greater than zero at all

quadrature points. In this diagram, coordinates within in element are denoted as

ξ ∈ Ωst, x ∈ Ωe and y ∈ Ωe
I .

1.2 Alternative high-order meshing approaches

While nearly all research into high-order mesh generation focuses on the a posteriori

deformation of a linear mesh, and so does this thesis, it is important to note that

even though research is limited, there are alternatives. This section briefly introduces

some of those ideas.

The Nash theorem shows that there is an embedding from a arbitrary Rieman-

nian space, with the use of a metric, to a isometric Euclidean one of higher dimen-

sion [60]. In theory this can be applied to mesh generation. The mesh generation

can be performed in the isometric Euclidean space and then mapped back. If the

problem is properly defined to do so, the domain will be described by a suitable

anisotropic high-order mesh. The key challenges here are obviously mapping back

and forth between higher and the real dimensions and generating a mesh in higher

dimensions. The technique has been effectively demonstrated in a small number of

test cases but only for linear surface meshes [19, 98] where the aim was to produce

curvature driven anisotropy. This reference establishes the conditions for the exis-

tence of the global map which is required for the technique. For an exact mapping,

to generate a mesh in three dimensions, the domain needs to be mapped to sev-

enth dimensional space. It has been hypothesised that by introducing a controlled

amount of error into the technique the dimension of the higher space would need

to be much less. Possibly the technique could work for a mapping between the real

domain into a isometric three dimensional space, which could possibly reduce the

complexity of the technique.

Another approach, which is far simpler, is to take inspiration from multi-block

meshing. In the multi-block meshing method the complex geometry is decomposed

into easy to mesh sub-regions, usually cuboid in shape. Providing the interfaces be-
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tween the sub-regions conform meshing the block is, in theory, much easier. This ap-

proach has been extensively used in structured linear mesh generation. The biggest

draw back is that the complexity of domains which can be meshed can be limited

as there is no truly generic and robust method for the definition of the sub-regions.

As such, with the advent of unstructured mesh generation and numerical methods

this has become a somewhat outdated method. However, it is theoretically possible

to use the multi-block approach to generate high quality curvilinear meshes. If it

were possible to decompose the complex domain into blocks and obtain suitable,

continuous, valid mappings which take these sub-regions to a isotropic space, in a

very similar way to the Nash approach, it should be possible to mesh the blocks with

linear elements and then map them back to the domain, obtaining valid curvilinear

elements. The available literature would suggest that this approach to high-order

meshing has not been attempted in the context of finite elements. This is probably

due to the approach inheriting the problem of not robustly working on anything

but the most simple geometries if the goal is to produce full structured meshes.

Some more recent research has shown that using a semi-structured approach to

block meshing can be used to great effect to produce high quality linear boundary

layers around more complex geometries [10]. This theme is explored in more detail

in chapter 5.

1.3 A posteriori high-order meshing

Early versions of high-order mesh generators date back more than 15 years [22,78].

Although understanding of the problems faced when trying to deform a linear mesh

into a valid curvilinear has clearly increased within the research community, the

applicability of the techniques to arbitrary geometries with the required levels of

robustness needed by end-users, such as industry, has not greatly improved.

Among the early literature there are two key presentations of high-order mesh

generation techniques. Firstly the work of Dey, O’Bara and Shephard [22] and the

other, Sherwin and Peiró [78]. Dey et al. present a mesh generator which contains

the core philosophies of almost all subsequent high-order mesh generators. Using

a valid initial linear mesh additional high-order nodes are placed on the geometric

surface, which creates an invalid mesh on all but the most simple geometries, these

invalid elements are then corrected. This work represents some of the more simple

techniques used for the correction step. The authors describe three methods for

correcting invalid meshes.

Firstly edge and/or face swapping. This technique alters the topology of the
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initial linear mesh so that the high-order surface no longer intersects any mesh

entity. They also propose edge deletion. Here elements are merged in certain cases

to prevent self-intersection. By far the most interesting point presented in this paper

is the authors suggestion of correcting the invalid elements by curving the mesh

entities which are not geometry adjacent. This is the goal of most research into

high-order mesh generation. Here the technique is tackled as a geometric problem

where displacements are added to interior mesh entities to correct the element.

While not demonstrating a robust high-order mesh generation processes, this

paper does represent the corner stone of most works on high-order mesh generation.

A number of fundamental principles were outlined that are still used in more modern

methods. It is perhaps also unique in the fact that the methods can alter the

topology of the linear mesh to achieve high-order meshes. That is not something

seen in many works as the linear mesh is usually considered to be a fixed constant.

The other early work is that of Sherwin and Peiró [78]. But where Dey et al.

focus on the correction of invalid elements this work is almost unique in its approach

of using techniques which focus on the prevention of the invalid elements in the first

place. The authors present three complimentary strategies for the goal of improved

robustness in high-order mesh generation as well as the accuracy of the geometric

description of the domain.

Firstly, when considering the addition of high-order nodes to a linear element

e.g. a triangle, classically the nodes are added by taking the triangle in 3-D space

(x, y, z) and transforming the shape to the parametric plane (u, v) as defined by the

CAD model. The additional points would then be added isotropically in this space

and the points transformed back to 3D to obtain their real locations. This can lead

to a mesh which is highly dependent on the definition of the geometry and could

be very distorted. An alternative is presented whereby the high-order nodes added

in the parameter space are initially inserted isotropically but for each high-order

edge and face in the mesh the nodes are modelled as a system of connected elastic

springs. The system is then solved using Newtonian relaxation to obtain anisotropic

node locations in the parameter plane. In 3D optimised locations for each node are

obtained reducing distortion and improving geometric definition.

The second method uses both prism and tetrahedral elements within the mesh.

By using prism elements at the geometric boundaries it is possible to alleviate a large

number of invalid elements. This is because a prism element is able to accommodate

much more curvature before becoming invalid. This is demonstrated in figure 1.3.

Figure (a) shows an invalid triangle but if this was a quadrilateral, (b), the element

would be valid.
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(a) Invalid high-order triangle element. (b) Valid high-order quad element.

Figure 1.3. A high-order boundary element shown in both triangular and quadrilat-

eral shape. The triangle is invalid but the quadrilateral is valid because

it can accommodate more curvature.

The final method is a system introduced with the intention of incorporating

high-order information into the linear mesh generator. By using curvature based

refinement to dictate the size of the surface elements, regions of high curvature

would always be guaranteed to have a larger number of elements. This would mean

that during the curving process the curvature within a given element will be small,

reducing the chance of introducing invalid elements. While this work does not

present a robust high-order mesh generator it does demonstrate one with a number

of well thought-out techniques to improve robustness.

Of the remaining significant contributions to high-order meshing research there

are two clear themes in obtaining mesh interior deformations. The first is based

on the solving a partial differential equation on the linear mesh with prescribed

surface mesh curvature. The second involves the solving of a non-linear system,

using a energy based optimisation. What follows is a review of literature on these

two themes.

1.3.1 PDE Approach

There are a number of publications on using PDE solvers to obtain the deformation

of a linear mesh to produce a high-order one [25,36,58,65,97]. All but one of these

references, namely [25] use some variant of an elastic analogy. In this approach,

PDEs are solved using the initial linear mesh. Boundary deformations of are pre-

scribed such that the curved surface mesh accurately describes the domain. Then

the elastic system is solved to equilibrium, the solution will describe the deforma-

tion of the interior of the mesh ensuring that it is valid. The source of the initial

boundary deformation comes from the chosen method of describing the geometry

in question, usually from CAD. In each of the works the generation of the linear

mesh is not thoroughly detailed and meshes are not considered to be part of the

high-order mesh generation problem.
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The PDE approach has also been used extensively in linear mesh adaption to

deform the mesh to either moving geometry or physics, such as strong gradients like

those found in shocks. There are also a number of other equations used such as the

Monge-Ampere equation [11].

The work of Persson and Peraire [65] represents an important development in the

generation of high-order meshes as it was the first work to use a physical analogy.

In elastic analogy methods the initial linear mesh is modelled as an elastic solid.

Boundary loadings are placed on the system with the addition of high-order nodes

onto the curved domain. The system is then solved to equilibrium. Here, as with

all literature on the subject, a detailed description of the numerical method is given

and a number of chosen example meshes shown.

Where the early work Persson et al. is unique is in their use of a non-linear

elastic system. Within this equation system the deformations between the linear

mesh and the geometric boundary should be able to be larger than in the case of a

linear elastic system because of the ability to handle non-linearities in the solution.

The subsequent publications on the generation of high-order meshes by elastic

PDE solvers can be viewed as each giving a small contribution to the topic. This

begins with the work of Xie et al. [97] which uses a linear elastic analogy. Here the

authors note that the use of linearised equation systems suffered much the same

limitations of the non-linear counterpart and caused no real discernible difference in

robustness and mesh quality. This moves onto the work of Moxey et al. [58] which,

in addition to using a spectral approach to solving the equation system, introduces

a thermal analogy as a forcing term. The thermal term is used to heat the material

causing it to expand when the Jacobian is small, therefore the mesh should have a

greater resistance to compression under these circumstances. In theory, this should

produce higher quality meshes. The more recent work of Hartmann et al. [36],

which uses a linear-elastic analogy, is perhaps the most convincing when it comes

to presenting a viable robust method for generating high-order meshes. This work

shows that when using a 31st order set of quadrature points the mesh remains valid

for a complex geometry. However, where the rest of these literature examples show

at least half a dozen meshes to demonstrate the applicability of the method, this

work only shows one.

The research of Fortunato & Persson [25] is unique in the category of using PDE

solvers high-order mesh generation because it is the only example which does not

use equations based on elasticity. They instead use the Winslow equations, which

has been used extensively in the generation and untangling of linear meshes. The

Winslow equations are second-order nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations
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which are obtained by enforcing the computational coordinates to be harmonic.

In other words the computational domain is chosen to be a linear approximation

of the physical domain with mappings between the two domains and analysing

the Laplacian operator of the two. The authors propose that the advantage over

alternative PDE methods is two-fold. Firstly, it is possible to use a highly efficient

Picard iteration method to solve the system. This reduces computational expense

and has the added advantage that the number of iterations required to solve the

system for anisotropic elements does not increase. The second advantage is that the

Winslow equation system can start from an initially invalid configuration, something

elasticity PDE’s cannot because the equation system is not defined in the presence

of negative Jacobians.

Although, in each case, the ability to generate valid high-order meshes on com-

plex domains is demonstrated, the sort of robust mesh generation method required

for non-expert is not demonstrated in any of these research papers but neither are

there any arguments trying to convince the reader of this. The flaws with the PDE

approach are common to all the possible equation types and only briefly touched

on. Primarily they suffer from a high computational cost which scales poorly with

order and mesh size. It could be suggested that the reason very high complexity

geometries, with large element counts, or higher orders are not seen in the literature

is that it is prohibitively expensive to do so. It could well be that the examples

chosen by each of the authors is because those are the cases that worked.

1.3.2 Numerical optimisation approach

In the other theme of high-order mesh generation, numerical optimisation of a energy

functional, there are two research groups taking different approaches with a fair

number of publications each on the subject.

The work of Toulorge et al. is the first of these [85]. One of the goals of this

approach is to move away from the ridged limitations placed on high-order mesh

quality by the initial linear surface mesh. This is done by performing the untangling

calculations on all nodes, even those on the surface simultaneously, therefore each

node can and will be moved to improve mesh quality. However the mesh does remain

topologically fixed which can be a significant limitation. In addition to this work

on numerical optimisation this group is considered highly active in high-order mesh

research and has produced a number of other works in and around the topic. These

include; geometric quality evaluation [1], geometric optimisation [86] and shape

quality evaluation [43] among a few.

In the work the authors present a scheme of untangling by the iterative min-
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imisation of an objective function. The objective function is described in two parts

with user defined weights giving the mixing between the two functions. The first

defines an energy such that when nodes in the mesh are moved from their initial

location the energy increases. This prevents the nodes from deviating too much

from the initial mesh to preserve features such as anisotropy. The second part of

the function is based on the quality of the element, it uses a ‘log-barrier’ form with

a minimum mesh quality parameter. The function asymptotes at this minimum

quality parameter and therefore the minimisation of the objective function drives

the elements of lowest quality away from this parameter. An iterative scheme is

performed which moves this minimum mesh quality parameter to higher and higher

values as the mesh is optimised, driving the procedure towards a high quality mesh.

It is suggested that using a conjugate gradient based algorithm worked best to solve

the optimisation system, while not able to find the global minimum the approach is

capable of efficiently finding suitable local minimums, to do this the authors used

third party open-source software

By far the biggest weakness of this approach is the high computational cost. This

is addressed by the authors with an extension to the method which identifies regions

or ‘blobs’ of the mesh which require optimisation (due to invalid elements or low

quality criteria) and performing the technique on each region in turn as opposed to

the whole mesh in one go. This is shown to significantly reduce the computational

cost of correcting an invalid mesh but it still remains a concern. The authors present

a number of computational time analyses with one particular result suggesting that

a 5000 element blob would take 10 minutes to correct, this would scale exponentially

with mesh size. The authors consider the computational cost for large meshes to

be well addressed but they only consider quadratic, P = 2, meshes, where P is

polynomial order. Any increase in order will be of significantly higher cost.

The second example on high-order mesh generation through optimisation follows

a similar approach to the last but where the two methods primarily differ is in the

choice of function to minimise and in the case of this work the authors have as

a result introduced a interesting candidate for a mesh quality metric [32]. The

underlying optimisation remains similar to the previous work. Both sets of research

identify that the widely used scaled Jacobian quality measure is unsuitable for the

purpose of mesh untangling and both define an alternative. In the previous work this

measure was based on a function of the Jacobian of the element and the coefficients

of the Bezier curves which described the polynomial entities. This work presents

what is called the regularised Jacobian. This metric is based on a shape distortion

measure which has been used extensively in linear mesh quality analysis.
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The primary advantage this work has over that of Toulorge et, al. is a reduced

complexity and cost. However the authors do not present any results with respect to

computational efficiency and cost and note it as a matter for future work. Through

the investigations carried out for Chapter 3 of this thesis it was indeed found that this

approach can be costly. Compared to Toulorge et. al the authors present a number

of large of meshes of higher order, P = 4, this, suggests that the approach in this

work is more robust and practical than the previous. The authors note that future

work will involve parallelising the technique to further increase the practicality for

end users.

Once again the group which produced this work is considered highly active in

high-order mesh research and to accompany the publication [32] on mesh generation

they have produced a number of papers which support and extend the work. Such

as; application to curved surfaces from CAD models [31], extensions to other element

types [33] and defining quality measures [30]. More recent work [70] includes the

addition of a geometric accuracy penalty to the optimisation function presented

in [32].

1.4 Other papers of note

The papers analysed previously represent the key cornerstones of high-order mesh

generation and are by no means the full extent of the total research in the field.

They were discussed in detail due to their common trait that they attempted to

present a high-order mesh generation pipeline, which can go from a linear initial

mesh to a high-order one. There are a number of other papers which present key

techniques on high-order mesh generation [52, 59, 72], these are primarily research

into high-order boundary layer technologies. Luo [52] furthers the work of Dey

& Shephard but introducing anisotropic boundary layers into the mesh generation

process. This is achieved using a very similar technique to the original work wherein

the mesh interior entities were curved to ensure mesh validity. Further work on the

generation of anisotropic high-order boundary layers has been conducted by Moxey

et al. [59]. In this work a coarse to fine approach is used to generate split boundary

adjacent prismatic or hexahedral elements using an isoparametric mapping. Using

this approach the mesh entities are curved at near the geometric boundary to ensure

mesh validity and gradually become more linear away from the boundary to meet

the surrounding linear mesh. This technique represents an extension to the earlier of

Sherwin and Peiró whereby a single layer of isotropically spaced prismatic elements

are added to the mesh to improve the robustness of the generation procedure [78].
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The technique introduced by Moxey et. al represents an important feature of any

complete mesh generation framework.

Another example of literature worth noting is the work of Poya et. al [68]. In

this work the authors present and method for solving a wide range of elastic analogy

PDEs for producing high-order meshes, including linear and non-linear formulations.

They go on to compare a large number of slightly different elastic formulations

showing that these small changes can have significant implications on final curved

mesh quality.

1.5 High-order mesh quality

Quantifying the quality of a mesh has always been a challenge in mesh generation.

The primary method for assessing mesh quality has been intuition of the user after

visual inspection. The analysis of element and mesh quality in linear applications

is well investigated but by no means a closed topic. The assessment of mesh quality

can be distinguished into two forms: a priori, where the solution is not known and

the only guidance is the geometry of the domain and the type of PDE which will

be solved; and a posteriori, where a numerical solution is known and the solution

can be used to make an estimation of the error caused by the mesh. The latter is

not covered here because it is the former which applies most predominately to mesh

generation.

The work of Shewchuck explains well the challenges faced in defining mesh quality

[80]. Here a brief summary of the mathematical difficulties of quantifying element

quality is made followed by an attempt to define a criterion to evaluate element

quality for linear meshes. Shewchuk highlights two disconnected aspects of the

quality or appropriateness of an element. Firstly, how the shape and size of a element

effects the interpolation error across the element. For example, if the element is too

large to capture a specific gradient in the true solution it would be considered a poor

element but how would one know the presence and magnitude of a gradient a priori.

Secondly, and very crucially to finite element techniques, how the shape and size of

elements will affect the numerical stiffness of the system to be solved. Poor quality

elements can lead to unstable and poorly converged solutions. It is explained that

what may qualify as a good quality element for interpolation, may not be true for

conditioning and vice versa. As such two quality measures are proposed one for each

part and a final overall measure defined as a mixing of the two. The results show

that the measures place sensible bounding on the shape and distortion of elements

but application to full meshes is not demonstrated.
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The challenges of quantifying the quality of elements and meshes in high-order

mesh generation are no different. It may even be tougher. In the high-order case

there are far more parameters to consider beyond the conditioning and interpolation

errors of the mesh. For example; geometric accuracy must be considered because

the nature of the numerical methods makes the solution sensitive to inaccuracies.

Quality measures in high-order mesh generation remains a open topic but is vital

to the creation of robust automatic generators.

High-order elements are usually defined by a mapping from a reference element.

High-order mesh quality measures are almost invariably based on measures of the

distortion of this mapping. A thorough review of such measures can in found in

chapter 3 of the thesis by Keskin [46]. Here, the ones relevant to this work are

identified and discussed.

1.5.1 Scaled Jacobian

Used extensively in linear finite element mesh analysis and possibly the most widely

used and oldest quality metric for high-order meshes is the scaled Jacobian. It was

first applied in the work of Dey & Shephard [22]. Following the notation in figure

1.1, the scaled Jacobian is the ratio of the smallest Jacobian to the largest found

within an element.

Jes =
min J(ξ)

max J(ξ)
. (1.5)

where

J(ξ) = det |∇φM | (1.6)

Under this measure the value of Jes for a given element will range between −∞ and

1, any negative value is considered invalid. In this scheme elements of Jes = 1 are

considered to be the highest quality because they have no deformation.

The scaled Jacobian’s suggestion that the best element is the straight sided

one is a perfectly valid statement of a priori mesh quality in terms of numerical

conditioning. Straight-sided elements require lower quadrature orders for a given

accuracy compared to deformed elements. However, the scaled Jacobian does not

account of the geometrical accuracy at the boundary where one or more faces of

the element should be curved due to the curvilinear nature of the domain. If the

curvature of the element accurately describes the geometry then a quality measure

should reflect this too. The scaled Jacobian does not, it penalises curvature in all

forms regardless of whether it is required or not. How to incorporate geometric
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information within measures of mesh quality is an open problem. Amongst the few

attempts to address this issue are [7, 46].

Xie et, al. [97] highlights a further problem with the scaled Jacobian, the measure

is very biased towards a value of one. Which means that a perfectly valid element

may well have a quality measure of 0.99 but an element which is not of a high

enough quality may have a scaled Jacobian of 0.95. The measure only tends to

highlight elements which are very poor. There is little middle ground, the element

can either be said to be poor or excellent. Furthermore a value of Jes = 0 represents

a singularity in the transformation of the element therefore the spectrum of Jes for

a given mesh will asymptote at Jes = 0. This means the measure works well for

highlighting invalid elements but it does not provide a effective way to compare the

quality of one valid mesh to the next.

The extensive use of the scaled Jacobian in the literature is probably a matter

of convince. It is simple to implement and there is no consensus on alternatives. In

general, all high-order quality measures suffer from the same root problem, defor-

mation of any form is penalised.

It is important to note that in all high-order elements the Jacobian must be

greater than zero at all locations within the element. However the evaluation can

only be conducted at discrete point within the element. Within the context of a

PDE solver, ensuring the Jacobian is greater than zero at all the quadrature points

is sufficient. But there are applications, such as isoparametric splitting, which is

detailed in later chapters, where a more complete knowledge of the validity of a

given element is required. Perhaps the only work to address this is from the same

group who present high-order mesh generation as a numerical optimisation problem

using Bezier functions [43]. In this work the authors attempt to approximate both

the location within the element and the bound of the smallest Jacobian. Then by

recursive subdivision this estimation can be refined. Being able to obtain a more

reliable estimation of the minimum Jacobian within an element would lead to a

much greater understanding of the quality of the mesh. However the cost of such

computations must be considered as they can be significant and the benefit may not

outweigh the cost. The method present in this work should be must more efficient

than simply oversampling the element for Jacobian evaluations which is a commonly

used approach.

1.5.2 Alternatives to the scaled Jacobian

Gargallo-Peiró et, al. [29] in their work on generating high-order meshes by numer-

ical optimisation proposed a quality measure based on the functional used for the
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procedure. They define a quality metric called the regularised Jacobian as

q =
3| det(∇φ)| 23
tr(∇φ>∇φ)

(1.7)

where φ denotes the mapping between ideal and real space as shown in figure 1.1.

Here 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 with any invalid element yielding q = 0 and the highest quality

elements are q = 1, which is the undeformed case.

An alternative two-part quality metric has been developed by Carey and Branets

[6,7] that, once again by analysing the Jacobian, calculates a shape distortion factor,

β, and a dilation metric, µ.

β =
tr(∇φ>∇φ)

2 det(∇φ)
(1.8)

µ =
1

2

(
v

det(∇φ)
+

det(∇φ)

v

)
(1.9)

q = (1− θ)β + θµ (1.10)

where v is the desired element size and θ is a mixing fraction between the two

components. The distortion portion of the quality measure is very similar to the

measure proposed by Gallargo-Peiró et, al. [85]. The quality measure is shown to

have some ideal characteristics, such as identifying low quality and invalid elements

but general application is not demonstrated beyond a few test elements.

Broadly speaking, very little consideration is given to how the high-order sur-

face mesh accurately or otherwise describes the boundary. Distance calculations are

expensive. Furthermore the calculation of the difference between two surfaces con-

tains some associated error, an error which can be of the same order of magnitude

of the error between the surface and the high-order mesh, therefore it is difficult to

pinpoint the source of the error [47].

All of the quality measures presented only quantify on a element by element basis.

A global measure of a quality of a mesh is highly needed to compare one mesh to the

next. This could, and would most likely, consist of a statistical, weighted analysis of

the local quantities. Far more needed in the process of high-order mesh generation

is a robust, geometry aware quality quantification of boundary elements.

1.6 Conclusions

If high-order mesh generation is viewed as a non-linear numerical problem three

parts are required; a robust numerical method, the mesh deformation algorithm; a

good initial guess, the linear mesh; and iteration, repeating the processes to improve
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the mesh. Most problems in high-order mesh generation can be thought of as an

issue with either part or as is most commonly the case a combination of all three.

In general all a posteriori methods suffer from one key flaw, they all assume the

initial linear mesh is the best it can be, which is seldom truly the case because no

linear mesh is created with a high-order “aware” set of processes. For improved

robustness and optimal geometric and numerical accuracy the generation of the

linear mesh must be considered as part of the high-order mesh generation process

and the two processes coupled. A feature which has not been demonstrated well in

any current high-order mesh generation frameworks and was beyond the scope of

the work in this thesis.

The current situation leads to a scenario were the user must input and retry a

number of initial guesses before a valid curved mesh can be obtained. This represents

the third part of a non-linear numerical problem, iteration, but in all high-order mesh

generation frameworks this has not been automated. This last process can be allevi-

ated by the user having a expert level of knowledge of the mesh generator. However

these requirements to simply use a high-order mesh generator are preventing wider

academic and industrial uptake of high-order methods.

1.7 Background to the project

A number of projects had been conducted with regard mesh generation within the

broader scope of the Nektar++ project prior to the beginning of the PhD project

detailed in this thesis. Nektar++ is a open-source high-order CFD framework.

At the start of the project a large number of individual programs existed which

when combined were capable of generating high-order meshes. However, because of

the disjointed nature of these tools, they had little usability and were difficult to

manage. The early stages of the project were to begin to combine useful components

and discard others.

1.8 Objectives

The overall objective of the PhD project is to produce high-order mesh generation

tools for CFD simulations, at high Reynolds numbers, of complex geometries. Ex-

perience from the previous projects highlighted a number of crucial requirements

for these tools such as overall robustness, efficient and effective CAD handling and

minimal user interaction. The existing tools quite rapidly matured into a program

which could go from CAD to high-order meshes in one execution. The details of
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this work are described in this thesis.

1.9 Layout of the thesis

This thesis is split up into 6 chapters beginning with this introduction and literature

review. Chapter 2 discusses themes around linear mesh generation. It describes the

theory behind a system for the automatic mesh sizing specification of linear meshes

which was published in the research note [87]. It goes onto talk about methods of

generating a linear mesh in a bottom up fashion detailing the algorithms used in

this project.

Chapter 3 is on themes around high-order mesh generation. In particular the

variational optimisation framework which has been created for the interior deforma-

tion stage of high-order meshing. This work forms the core of the original contribu-

tion of this project. The basis for this chapter has been outlined in a proceeding for

the 25th International Meshing Roundtable and was expanded on in a paper submit-

ted to Computer Aided Design [90,91]. The chapter begins with a short description

on generating curved high-order surface meshes from CAD definitions.

Chapter 4 discusses NekMesh. A program which has been created within the

Nektar++ open-source framework which contains all the work discussed in this

thesis. This chapter discusses the implementation of the system and how it works

within Nektar++.

Chapter 5 discusses the work conducted on using the linear mesh generation

and CAD handling capabilities of CADfix for high-order applications. This work is

a collaboration with ITI-global. The material in section 5.2 has been drawn from

reference [88] where the work on mesh generation using a medial object approach

was written primarily by the creators of CADfix. A description of the method is

included for completeness, but is not the authors own work. In addition to this,

the research into mesh generation using a medial object approach detailed in this

section was not part of the research for this project.

Chapter 6 discusses the practicality of generating high-order meshes for indus-

trially relevant cases and the use of commercial linear mesh generators as the source

of the initial linear mesh. The methods are demonstrated with a number of flow

solutions over a performance road car.

The thesis ends with a set of conclusions from each part of this work and details

a number of points for future work.
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1.10 Publications

During this course of this project a number of publications have been written which

are listed below.

• Turner, M., Moxey, D., and Peiró, J. Automatic mesh sizing specifica-

tion of complex three dimensional domains using an octree structure. Research

note in the 24th International Meshing Roundtable, 2015.

• Turner, M., Moxey, D., Sherwin, S. J., and Peiró, J. Automatic

generation of 3D unstructured high-order curvilinear meshes. In VII Euro-

pean Congress on Computational Methods in Applied Sciences and Engineering

(2016).

• Turner, M., Peiró, J., and Moxey, D. A variational framework for

high-order mesh generation. In 25th International Meshing Roundtable (2016),

vol. 163, pp. 340–352.

• Turner, M., Peiró, J., and Moxey, D. Curvilinear mesh generation us-

ing a variational framework. Computer-Aided Design Accepted for publication

(2017).

• Turner, M., Moxey, D., Peiró, J., Gammon, M., Pollard, C., and

Bucklow, H. A framework for the generation of high-order curvilinear hybrid

meshes for CFD simulations. 26th International Meshing Roundtable, 2017.

• Marcon, J., Turner, M., Moxey, D., Sherwin, S., and Peiró, J. A

variational approach to high-order r-adaptation. Research note in the 26th

International Meshing Roundtable, 2017.

1.10.1 Publications in progress

In addition to the above list there are also a couple of papers which are still in

progress. These are detailed below.

• Industrial application of high-order mesh generation and CFD. Based on the

work detailed in Chapter 6, a paper will be produced when a more complete

set of results are available.

• NekMesh: Automatic 3D curvilinear mesh generation. Based on Chapter 4

a paper will be produced which focuses on the computer science part of the

design and use of NekMesh.
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2

Linear mesh generation

One of the bottlenecks in the generation of curvilinear meshes that are suitable for

high-order finite element computations, is the creation of sufficiently coarse high-

quality linear meshes. Without a coarse initial mesh that serves as a starting point

for the process, the goal of automatic high-order generation will remain elusive.

At present, the generation of coarse linear meshes is, more often than not, a deli-

cate balancing act, requiring the user to adjust the mesh spacing definition at all

points within the domain to achieve a mixture of coarseness, geometric accuracy

and suitable mesh gradation. This procedure will therefore involve a large number

of iterations of the mesh in order to progress to the next stage of the high-order

generation process, making it both extremely challenging and time-consuming. One

of the primary objectives of this project was to make the generation of high-order

meshes as automated as possible, thus this challenge must be addressed.

This chapter describes in detail the theory behind a system for automatic mesh

specification and the methodology behind linear generation tools that have been

used in this project.

2.1 CAD interaction

The clear place to start when considering mesh generation is how will the methods

and algorithms define and interact with the domain in question. By far the most

common way to define an arbitrary complex domain is by a boundary representation,

or BRep. The domain is defined as a number of surface patches each of which is

bound by curves. These curves and surfaces are topologically connected to form a

closed shell. There are a number of ways to define these surface patches, a common

method is that the surfaces are built as a system of tensor-product spline curves.

The surfaces and curves are parametrised such that a mapping exists that takes
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the parametric coordinate in a lower dimensional space to the 3D space. Curves

are parameterised in 1D space as x(t), and surfaces in 2D space as x(u, v), where

x = (x, y, z) is the 3D coordinate of a point.

The number of core CAD operations required by mesh generation systems is

small. Firstly, a operation that takes a parametric coordinate and obtains a real

space location. Secondly, a method for obtaining the projection of a location in

space onto a CAD entity is required. This method, sometimes referred to as reverse

projection is achieved by performing some form of non-linear optimisation. There-

fore computational cost and robustness become significant factors in the algorithms.

The final method required for mesh generation is calculating the derivatives of real

space location with respect to the parametric coordinate at a given location on

the CAD entity. The algorithm used to calculate these values can have significant

impact on the accuracy of the derivatives and in turn the efficiency of the mesh

generation process.

2.2 Automatic specification of mesh spacings

User interaction with the linear meshing process must be minimised if the high-

order meshing process is to be automated. To address this challenge, a system has

been created for automatically obtaining a distribution of mesh sizing δ(x), where

δ is the mesh size at the point x, for complex three-dimensional domains. This is

used alongside any unstructured mesh generator and varies smoothly throughout

the domain. This section outlines the theory behind this method with examples

included at the end of the chapter.

To achieve automation, an octree representation of the domain is used. Octree

and quadtree structures have long been used in mesh generation, both in the top-

down construction of the mesh and in assisting with the meshing process. In a

top-down construction, the domain is subdivided until the boundary of domain

intersects the leaves of the tree, conforming to a predefined mesh specification.

The leaf octants, or quadrilaterals in surface meshing, are then cut and warped

to conform to the domain boundary [18]. This approach has proven a successful

alternative to Delaunay or advancing front methods [48,64] and is an area of active

research. This has lead to the development of advanced and robust techniques,

encapsulated in a number of open-source and commercial mesh generators [54, 77].

When tree structures are used to assist the meshing process, typically, a background

grid is used to provide information on mesh spacing to the generation processes, but

has been used for other purposes, such as the division of the domain to allow for
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parallel meshing [49]. The use of quadtree structures, in the parametric plane, to

automatically generate surface meshes is well researched and documented [20, 55],

as is the automatic generation of surface meshes, driven by curvature, using other

means such as tetrahedral unstructured background grids [18, 96].

The use of an automatic mesh specification driven by surface topology using an

octree structure is not new [44]. However, this reference noted that the computa-

tional cost and controllability of the method was poor due to the use of the octree

background grid. This led the authors to create a new system for automatic mesh

definition without a background grid [66]. In the context of generating coarse linear

grids for high-order meshing, these conclusions are somewhat different. Here an ef-

ficient, robust and quality-controlled procedure is accomplished by actively keeping

the algorithms in the construction of the octree as simple and efficient as possible.

The procedure first generates an initial octree of the domain, which is constructed

with little need for geometric conformity. That is, octants are not trimmed so

that the edges of boundary octants lie on the geometric surface, but instead so

that each boundary encompassing octant describes a small region of the surface

that has nearly uniform curvature. Therefore, the computational demands of the

octree are minimal compared with other methods that would require geometric

conformity. The curvature of the domain surface is then related to a ideal mesh

spacing specification, discussed in section 2.2.1, which is propagated from the surface

octants to the rest of the domain using a mesh gradation criteria to ensure a smooth

mesh definition. Once the octree background grid is complete and an isotropic mesh

sizing specification is defined at all locations within the domain, the mesh generation

is then performed.

Finally, the use of an octree to represent the mesh sizing specification permits

the accurate estimation of the number of elements that will be present in the final

mesh, providing the octree representation of the domain is suitable. The ability to

accurately predict element counts before generation represents a crucial feature for

high-order meshing. It permits the user to select an appropriate mesh resolution

for the computer resources available without having to generate the mesh (which

is costly) by trial and error. After the construction of the octree representation of

the domain, but before any mesh generation, the method can predict the number of

elements in the final mesh to an accuracy within 20% and in the vast majority of

cases is much less than this. Since the focus of this research is on high-order mesh

generation, the system presented is targeted to produce meshes with element counts

in the range of tens of thousands to a few million. Results are shown for meshes up

to 260,000 elements in this chapter, but this automatic system was applied to all
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the meshes which are shown in this thesis, in some cases these meshes had element

counts of the order of ten million.

2.2.1 From CAD geometry to mesh size specification

This section outlines the theory behind achieving a curvature based refinement sys-

tem which is built on an octree structure. It describes how to obtain the curvature

and relate it to a mesh sizing as well as the detail in the data structure.

Curvature

As the mesh sizing specification is related to the radius of curvature of the boundary

of the domain, the accurate determination of the surface curvature is vital to the

mesh generation process. The radius of curvature at a point on the surface x(u, v), is

calculated using the principal curvatures, the eigenvalues of the matrixA = −TcT−1
m

[35], where Tc and Tm are the metric and curvature tensors (or first and second

fundamental forms) of the surface, defined as

Tm =

[
E F

F G

]
=

[
xu · xu xu · xv
xv · xu xv · xv

]
, Tc =

[
e f

f g

]
=

[
N · xuu N · xuv
N · xvu N · xvv

]
,

and N is the unit normal vector

N =
xu × xv
||xu × xv||

. (2.1)

The principal curvatures, k1 and k2 are calculated at each surface location (u, v) as

k1,2 = H ±
√
H2 −K, K =

detTc
detTm

, H =
1

2

eG− 2fF + gE

detTm
.

The radius of curvature for a given point, R, in the remainder of the process, is

taken to be R = min
{

1
k1
, 1
k2

}
. This leads to an isotropic mesh specification, since

the directionality of the curvature is not considered. Extension to anisotropic meshes

is possible by calculating the eigenvectors of the matrix A, giving the direction of

the curvature components k1 and k2 in the parametric space. These values can be

used to obtain a vector in 3D space as the tangent to the surface at the point in the

parametric curvature direction. This could then be projected onto the Cartesian

axes obtaining three mesh spacing components defining anisotropy.

Curvature-based mesh spacing

To obtain a specification for the mesh sizing, the radius of curvature R of the surface

to a mesh size parameter δ is related through

δ = 2R
√
ε(2− ε) (2.2)
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δ

R

C

Figure 2.1. Diagram showing the relation between the cord, C, radius of curvature,

R and element size δ.

where ε is a user-defined parameter that controls the sensitivity of the system to

curvature. Heuristically, decreasing ε will increase the number of elements specified

for a given degree of curvature. This relation is shown in figure 2.1 where the red

curve denotes an arc segment and the blue is a linear mesh segment of length δ.

The distance of the element to the geometry, C, is then related to ε by ε = C/R.

This definition was successfully first introduced to enable the use of curvature-aware

high-order meshing, as shown in [78]. Since R has the range 0 < R ≤ ∞, where

R =∞ denotes a flat surface, ‘sensible’ bounds need to be placed on range of value

of δ so that δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax. The parameter δmin allows the user to control and

limit the density of elements in regions of high curvature, as R goes to zero. The

parameter δmax places a limit on the size of the elements to be found in the final

mesh, this allows surfaces which have little or no curvature to be considered sensibly.

The three constants δmin, δmax and ε represent the only user-specified parameters

required for the automatic mesh specification process.

Octree structure

To specify a spatial distribution of mesh sizing, the three-dimensional domain is

spatially subdivided using an octree structure. This is a tree structure where each

parent octant possesses exactly 8 child octants. Each child octant may be further

subdivided, leading to a hierarchical graph-based data structure as depicted in figure

2.2. The octree aligns well with the description of three-dimensional domains, since

the subdivision of each octant into eight children equates directly to the division of

each coordinate direction in two, as shown in figure 2.2. The criteria for stopping

the subdivision process is given in section 2.2.2.

In the final octree, each point in the domain is contained within exactly one leaf

octant (i.e. an octant that has no child octants). Tree structures have long been used

to improve the efficiency of computational methods [3]. In the technique presented

here, the primary and, possibly only, increase in computational speed seen compared

to other methods would be in the querying of the information contained within the
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octree, i.e the mesh spacing specification, for a given point in the domain. The octant

which contains a given location can be identified quickly by octree traversal. This is

detailed in algorithm 2.1. Although this highly efficient method for querying spacing

information is very fast in the mesh generation stage, where a large number of queries

will need to be made, this gain is far outweighed by the cost of constructing the

octree. Here, every effort is made to mitigate the computational cost of constructing

the octree by always subdividing equally and performing no post-processing of the

octants for the purpose of boundary conformity. Therefore the construction process

could be cheaper than other octree-based methods which require a more detailed

process. Furthermore the amount of information that is required for each octant is

minimal when using equal subdivision, thus reducing the memory requirements.

Algorithm 2.1 Identify the leaf octant that contains a given point within the
domain.

1: procedure Query(x)
2: O ← root or master octant
3: while true do . repeat until loop is broken

4: if O → IsLeaf then
5: return O . Break the loop and return the octant

6: end if
7: q ← O → Quadrant(x) . Get which of the 8 quadrants x is in

8: O ← O → GetChild(q) . Get the child (1-8) q of the octant

9: end while
10: end procedure

2.2.2 Automatic mesh spacing algorithm

The process described thus far for determining the ideal mesh specification on the

surfaces of the domain is quite similar to existing techniques, in which both octrees

and quadtrees are used to obtain automatic surfaces meshes [96]. This section

describes the algorithm used to obtain the mesh specification at all points in the

three-dimensional domain. The mesh sizing information at the surface is propagated

to the interior, using simple mesh gradation criteria with a octree description of the

domain.

Construction of the octree

At the start of the process, an octree is constructed to approximate the curvature of

the geometry of the boundary within a prescribed accuracy according to equation

(2.2) and represents the interior of the domain using a smooth gradation of the
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Root / master octant

Parent octant

Leaf / child octants

Figure 2.2. Above, the data structure representation of a minimal octree, with a root

octant and its eight child octants, one of which is itself a parent octant

which has been divided. Below, how this octree can be translated into a

Cartesian representation equi-spaced subdivision.

octree cells. To generate this octree, the system begins with a master octant that

encompasses the entire domain. This octant is then subdivided recursively, based on

the condition that, if the octant contains any of the domain surface and, within that

surface sample, the ratio of the maximum and minimum radii of curvature found

is greater than 1.1, the octant will be divided. This value strongly influences the

number of octants that will be created in the octree and hence the computational cost

of the technique. If this became a limiting factor in the applicability of the method,

this parameter could be relaxed to improve speed at the expense of reducing the

fidelity of the octree decomposition. A value of 1.1 is used because this ensures

optimal quality meshes for the geometry. Additional criteria are placed on this

subdivision process: An octant will not subdivide if any of the dimensions of the
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resulting divided octants are less than δmin; If an octant intersects with the domain

boundary but is not due for subdivision, its mesh specification parameter will be

determined using equation (2.2), where R will be an average of the radii of curvature

on the domain surface which the octant encompasses. If this mesh sizing specification

is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the dimensions of the octant, it will

subdivide. An octant will also be subdivided if any of its neighbouring octants are

due to subdivide which would cause the pairing to be more than one level different

in dimension. The first constraint places sensible bounds on the depth of the octree

to be constructed. The second provides only a minor improvement to the quality

and smoothness of the resulting mesh but has a large impact in improving the a

priori element count prediction, as be explained in later sections. The last restriction

ensures that the difference in sizes between two nearby octants is not too large, this

helps ensure that the final mesh specification through the whole domain is smooth.

Algorithm 2.2 Construction of the octree by recursive subdivision.

1: procedure BuildOctree
2: make master octant
3: subdividing ← true
4: while subdividing do
5: for All leaf octancts, O do
6: if O → Curvature difference > 1.1 then
7: L← L+O . Add to list
8: end if
9: if size of O is >> δ then

10: L← L+O
11: end if
12: for All neighbours of O, N do
13: if N →Level > O →Level And N is in L then
14: L← L+O
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: if L is empty then
19: subdividing ← false
20: end if
21: for All octants in L, O do
22: Subdivde(O)
23: end for
24: L← empty
25: end while
26: end procedure
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Surface smoothing

At this point, a well formed curvature-based octree description of the domain is avail-

able. Any octant that contains some portion of the surface has a sizing specification

δ associated with it. It is important to note that planar domain boundaries for which

R =∞ are ignored and do not contribute to the construction or sizing specification

of the octree. This means that only curvilinear surfaces, typically belonging to the

geometric object in question, have been considered thus far. All that remains is to

propagate this information into the domain, where the mesh spacing δ is not known.

First however, the mesh specification of the surface octants is smoothed to ensure

good mesh gradation. The reason for this additional smoothing is that, although the

octree should be divided in such a way that the curvature within a boundary octant

is relatively constant, in complex domains it is possible that neighbouring octants

could have δ specifications which differ by orders of magnitude, which would lead to

a final mesh of poor quality. The smoothing is done using a bottom-up approach.

Neighbours of octants that have the smallest values of δ, which will be close or equal

to δmin are considered. If the condition

|δi − δj|
lij

≤ 0.1 (2.3)

is not satisfied, the neighbouring octant’s specification of δ is adjusted to conform to

the criterion. In this equation, δi and δj denote the mesh sizing specification of the

octant and its neighbour and lij is the distance between their centres. This process

favours a finer final mesh but ensures mesh size smoothness across the surface.

Domain propagation

Finally, to complete the mesh specification, the information of mesh sizing δ is

propagated to the interior of the domain. This is done by considering all octants

that have not been given a mesh spacing specification. The system then inspects

each neighbouring octant. If any of these neighbours have a spacing specification,

then δ for the unspecified octant is defined as

δi = δj + 0.15lij. (2.4)

If more than one of the neighbours has a spacing specification, the minimum δi is

used for the current octant. This process is repeated until all octants have a spacing

specification. The spacing, δ, specifications are then smoothed using the criteria

|δi − δj|
lij

≤ 0.15 (2.5)
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in the same fashion as the surface octants, to ensure smooth mesh gradation.

The values for the mesh gradation parameters, 0.1 and 0.15, were found through

trial and error by producing and assessing meshes which were created by vary-

ing these parameters. These particular values where found to consistently achieve

smooth meshes without over refinement. However, these parameters could become

part of the user input parameters.

2.2.3 Element count estimation

Finally, prior to any mesh generation, an estimation of the number of elements to be

created in the mesh generation process is made. The location of each octant is found

in relation to the boundary of the domain; that is, whether the octant lies within or

outside the domain. To determine this, the system considers the normal vector N as

calculated by equation (2.1) at each radius of curvature evaluation. Knowing which

octants encompass some part of the boundary is simple, they contain a number of

curvature evaluation points. It is then possible to propagate the information about

whether or not a leaf octant is inside or outside the domain by looking at octants

which are adjacent to an octant that is on the boundary. Then looking at whether

or not the octant is forward of or behind the boundary normal vector determines

its location within the domain. This procedure can be repeated until all octants

know their location, inside or outside the domain. The estimated element count is

evaluated as the sum of the number of tetrahedra that would fit into octants that

are within the domain i.e.

NE =
∑
i

NE
i =

∑
i

V i
o

V i
t

(2.6)

where i denotes a leaf octant, V i
o is the volume of the octant and V i

t is the volume

of a tetrahedra of size δ as specified for the octant.

This feature is useful when considering the significant computational expense of

generating a high-order mesh and running a solver. With this tool the user is able

to target specific resolutions quickly without having to run the mesh generator fully.

2.3 Linear mesh generation system

To automate high-order mesh generation, linear mesh generation must be part of

the CAD to CFD pipeline. Using alternative linear mesh generators, and then

importing the result, can lower robustness and quality because the routines are

not typically designed for high-order use. For instance CAD information, such as
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parametric coordinates of the surface mesh vertices, may not be preserved in the

process. The issues faced with the use of a commercial linear mesh generator to

facilitate high-order meshing are addressed in Chapter 6.

While alternatives to bottom-up mesh generation exist for high-order mesh gen-

eration, it does make sense to use this approach, because of the need to know the

parametric locations of the surface mesh vertices. The linear mesh is built hierar-

chically in the bottom-up approach, thus ensuring geometric accuracy is maintained

and CAD information preserved. In this linear mesh generation process, firstly,

mesh vertices are fixed to the vertices of the CAD (0D). Curves are then meshed in

their 1D parameter space using the end vertices as boundaries. The 2D parameter

spaces of the surfaces are then meshed, using the curve meshes as boundaries, and

finally the interior volume is meshed using 3D meshing constrained by the surface

mesh. This bottom-up approach ensures that the CAD information associated with

all the vertices, edges and faces in the surface mesh is kept and can be utilised easily

in the high-order stages of the meshing pipeline.

Some of the ideas and methodologies presented in this section are derived from

chapter 17 of the Handbook of grid generation [64] including some figures which are

cited accordingly.

2.3.1 Curve discretisation

The bottom-up meshing process begins with the discretisation of the CAD curves.

This section outlines a discretisation method which has been found to be robust and

efficient.

This procedure consists of dividing the CAD curve into linear segments. The

segments should be such that their length is approximately compliant with the

spacing specified by the mesh control system. The method is based on the placement

of points along the curve according to a distribution function δ(s), which describes

the mesh spacing along the CAD curve. The parameter s denotes the arc length

along the curve which, for a curve represented in parametric form as x(t), tmin ≤
t ≤ tmax, is given by

s(t) =

∫ s(t)

0

ds =

∫ t

tmin

∥∥∥∥dx

dt

∥∥∥∥ dt (2.7)

Where tmin and tmax are the parametric coordinates of the points on the curve which

correspond to the CAD vertices which represent the ends of the CAD curve.

Considering the interval of length ds at a point x(t) corresponding to an as-

sociated arc length s and assuming that the interval is small enough so that the

spacing δ(s) can be taken to be approximately constant. Under these assumptions,
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the number of subdivisions dAe of the interval will be

dAe =
ds

δ(s)
(2.8)

The distribution function is obtained through the integration of equation (2.8). To

achieve this, the definition of the spacing function δ(s) along the curve is required

first. This is accomplished by generating a set of sampling points x(ti); i = 1, . . . ,m

along the curve. A safe choice for the distance between sampling points is δmin,

therefore

m = round

(
s(tmax)

δmin

)
(2.9)

The position of the sampling point, ti, is

ti = tmin +
i

m
(tmax − tmin); i = 0, 1, ...,m (2.10)

The positions sk, k = 1, . . . , Ne − 1 of the internal nodes to be created are the

solutions of the equation

φ(sk) =
Ne

Ae

∫ sk

0

1

δ(s)
ds = k ; k = 1, . . . , Ne − 1 (2.11)

φ(s) is the distribution function and Ne denotes the number of sides generated on

the curve. Its value is chosen to be the nearest integer value to Ae which is computed

by integrating expression (2.8) as

Ae =

∫ s(tmax)

0

1

δ(s)
ds (2.12)

The solution of equation (2.11) is obtained via the Newton’s iteration

s
(i+1)
k = s

(i)
k −

δ(s
(i)
k )

Ae

{
φ(s

(i)
k )− k

}
(2.13)

where s
(i)
k denotes the value of the arc length sk at iteration i and the initial value

for the iteration is taken to be s
(0)
k = sk−1.

2.3.2 Surface discretisation

Meshing the surfaces in the bottom-up meshing process requires the meshing of

a 2D domain, the parametric space of the surface, which is bound by the mesh

vertices and edges as defined by the curve discretisation. One possible approach to

this problem is to use an advancing front method [34]. Additional points are added

to the domain to create mesh triangles with the current mesh front advancing.
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This progresses the mesh forward until the front is closed and a mesh is obtained.

While this method is known for creating high quality meshes because of the high

level of control in creating individual triangles, it is significantly less robust than

others. This is because a valid mesh is only obtained once the meshing is complete

and depending on the complexity of the domain there is no guarantee that two

approaching fronts will close successfully. An alternative is to use the Delaunay

method of mesh generation [79]. It is based of the mathematical principle of non-

overlapping circumcircles. The Delaunay method is far more robust than advancing

front due to two aspects. Firstly, the Delaunay triangulation for a given set of

points is guaranteed to be unique, unless more than three points are co-circular.

The evaluation of whether or not a set of points are co-circular is a significant

challenge because of floating point error but is well addressed [79]. The second

aspect of robustness is the algorithm for incremental point insertion into the mesh

ensures a valid mesh which exists at all times.

Regardless of the approach used to discretise the surface there is a key point

that must be considered at all times. The 2D mesh is embedded in 3D space. This

means that any elements defined in the 2D parameter space may become stretch

and distorted in 3D space. This effect depends on how the surface is parameterised.

The advancing front method lends itself nicely to this problem as the algorithm

does not consider what the mesh looks like the 2D space. Point placement and

triangulation are only considered in the 3D space. For the Delaunay approach this

is vastly different because the algorithm will tend to create a high quality, isotropic

triangulation in the 2D space and therefore the 3D mesh will inherit the distortion

of the parameter space.

Influence of the surface parametrisation

The main problem associated with surface mesh generation is that the parametrisa-

tion of a surface is not unique. A region in the parameter plane can be transformed

into a surface using an unlimited number of parametrisations. However, the choice of

parametrisation will influence the performance and accuracy of the grid generation

method since different parametrisations will induce different degrees of distortion

between the parameter plane and the surface. An example of this is illustrated in

figure 2.3 in which a uniform triangular grid for a square region, defined on a planar

surface, is obtained by using three different parametrisations. Figures 2.3a, 2.3c

and 2.3e show the triangulation and a set of 5× 5 coordinate lines in the parameter

plane. Figures 2.3b, 2.3d and 2.3f show their respective images on the 3D surface.

The first parametrisation, shown in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b, preserves the length
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and area ratios, the mapping does not introduce any distortion and the grids on the

surface and the parameter plane are alike. The second parametrisation of the surface

mapping, Figures 2.3c and 2.3d, maintains the length ratio along u but introduces

distortion in the uv-direction. The pre-image of the 3D square region is no longer

a square since its sides are not straight lines due to the deformation induced by the

mapping. To account for this deformation, stretched triangles must be generated in

the parameter plane in order to produce a uniform triangulation in 3D. This certainly

makes the task of generating a suitable grid in the parameter plane more difficult.

The third mapping, illustrated in figures 2.3c and 2.3d, introduces distortion in both

directions. Stretched elements are required for this case too, but now the variation

of the mesh parameters through the parameter plane is more rapid than before,

which further increases the difficulties associated with generating the grid in the

parameter plane.

Provisions should always be made to account for mapping-induced distortion in

the grid generation procedure. In the presence of rapid local changes in the mesh

parameters, the quality of the surface grids deteriorates, therefore the mesh should

be modified to account for this.

A surface mesh generation method

The method used for generating meshes on individual surfaces throughout this work

proceeds as follows. Beginning with the discretisation of the CAD curves which

represent the boundary of the surface, a set of mesh nodes and edges are determined.

Triangle, a 2D Delaunay mesh generation library [79], is used to obtain an initial

triangulation of these boundary points in the parameter space. New mesh points

are then determined by looking over the triangles of the mesh in 3D space. If any

side of the triangle is greater in length than
√

2δ(x), where x is taken to be the

midpoint of the side, a new point is defined at the centre of the triangle. The set of

points, interior and boundary, are then re-meshed. The process is repeated until all

the sides in the triangulation conform to the mesh spacing specification.

This process uses only a particular subset of the functionality in Triangle. The

meshes are generated using an option where specific edges in the triangulation are

forced, regardless of the circumcircle of the points. This enforces the boundary of

the to triangulation match the curve meshes.

The approach stated here benefits from the robustness of Delaunay mesh gener-

ators, however, as stated, the parametric space will introduce distortion into the 3D

surface if the parameterisation of the surface is also distorted. To recover a quality

surface mesh the triangulation is processed using a number of surface mesh enhance-
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(a) Parameter plane (b) Surface

(c) Parameter plane (d) Surface

(e) Parameter plane (f) Surface

Figure 2.3. Influence of the surface parametrisation. The network of lines on the

surface represents the set of coordinate curves u and v [64].

ment techniques. Algorithm 2.3 details the procedure for generating a surface mesh

that is used in this project. To enhance the quality of the mesh, two post-processing

procedures are applied: diagonal swapping and grid smoothing. The combined ap-

plication of these two post-processing techniques is found to be very effective in

improving the smoothness and regularity of the triangular grid generated on the
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surface.

Diagonal swapping This method modifies the grid connectivity without altering

the positions of the nodes. Excluding those sides on the boundary, following the

notation of figure 2.4, for each internal side AB common to two triangles ACB

and ABD, the possibility of swapping AB by CD is considered, thus replacing the

triangles ACB and ABD by the triangles ACD and BDC, as shown in figure 2.4a.

This operation is admissible only if the region bound by the rectangle ACBD is

convex. If it is not, the swapping procedure will result in an incompatible grid

connectivity as depicted in figure 2.4b.

When the alternative configuration is valid, the swapping operation is performed

if a quality criterion is better satisfied by the new configuration than by the existing

one. The system uses two quality measures to determine the swapping, optimal

valance and maximising the minimum angle.

A A

CD D

B

C

B

(a) Admissible

B

C

B

A

DD

C

A

(b) Inadmissible

Figure 2.4. The diagonal swapping procedure [64].

The optimal valance is the ideal number of mesh sides connected to an internal

node. This number is taken to be six for an internal node, which is the number of

sides at a node for a mesh of equilateral triangles. For a boundary node, the ideal

number of connectivities depends on the boundary geometry. The difference between

the actual and the ideal number of connectivities, the defect value, is computed for

each of the four nodes in the current configuration. The swapping is performed if

the new configuration reduces the sum of nodal defect values.

The criteria of maximising the minimum angle requires performing an admissible

swap if the minimum of the angles between adjacent sides of the surface triangles

in the new configuration is larger than that in the original configuration.

Grid Smoothing This method modifies the positions of the interior nodes with-

out changing the connectivity of the grid. The element sides are considered as

springs. The stiffness of a spring is assumed to be proportional to its length in 3D.
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The nodes are moved until the spring system is in equilibrium. The equilibrium

positions are found by relaxation. Each step of this iterative procedure amounts to

performing a loop over the interior nodes in which each node is move independently.

In order to move a node I, only the sides which connect with the node are considered

to be active springs and the rest of the nodes J = 1, . . . , NI connected with I by

active sides are taken to be fixed. Denoting the coordinates in the parameter plane

by the vector u = (u, v), the node I is then moved to an equilibrium position uI

which is the solution of

f (uI) =

NI∑
J=1

ωIJ
uJ − uI
‖uJ − uI‖

= 0 (2.14)

ωIJ represents the spring stiffness which is taken to be proportional to the difference

between the 3D length of the side and the length δIJ along the side IJ as specified

by the mesh sizing control function, i.e.

ωIJ(uI) = ‖xJ − x(uI)‖ − δIJ (2.15)

The new position of the node I is approximately calculated by using one step of a

Newton method for the solution of equation (2.14) starting from an initial guess u0.

Here u0 is taken to be the centroid of the surrounding nodes

u0 =
1

NI

NI∑
J=1

uJ (2.16)

and the new position uJ is given by

uJ = u0 −
[

df

duI
(u0)

]−1

f(u0) (2.17)

The procedure is repeated for all the interior nodes.

This procedure works well if the region formed by the triangles surrounding the

node is convex. If it is not, the motion of the point is restricted to the interior of a

convex region, represented by the shaded area in figure 2.5. This area is defined by

a new set of vertices PIJ , on the sides IJ surrounding point I, which are obtained

as follows.

The coordinates of a point along the side IJ can be expressed as

u = uI + λ (uJ − uI) with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (2.18)

The intersection between the straight lines along the sides IJ and KL will corre-

spond to a value λ = λK in equation (2.18) with

λK = −(uK − uI)·nK
(uJ − uI)·nK

with 0 ≤ λK ≤ 1 (2.19)
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I
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IJ

Figure 2.5. Mesh smoothing: The node I is moved to the equilibrium position I’

within the shaded area [64].

where nK denotes the normal to side KL. Finally, the position of the vertex PIJ is

represented by λP given by

λP = min (λ1, . . . , λNI
) (2.20)

When the region defined by the triangular elements surrounding node I is non-

convex, the vertices PIJ determined in this fashion are used instead of the original

nodes J = 1, . . . , NI in the smoothing procedure previously described.

2.3.3 Volume meshing

The generation of the domain interior unstructured tetrahedral mesh proceeds in a

similar manner to the surface meshes. Using the surface meshes as the boundary

a Delaunay algorithm is used. The Delaunay mesher used is the 3D counterpart

of Triangle, TetGen. Since there is no CAD information to be considered for the

generation of the volume mesh the details of the algorithm are omitted here. This is

also partly due to the fact that no tetrahedral volume codes were explicitly created

for this PhD project. TetGen is used as a black-box library for the generation of the

tetrahedra. Since a quality surface mesh has already been generated, the constrained

surface functionality of TetGen is used.

Boundary layer generation

The mesh linear mesh generation system is equipped with a basic boundary layer

mesh generation method. The goal of this procedure is to create a single layer

of prismatic elements on the boundary of the domain of height δb. The rest of

the domain is then meshed as usual with unstructured tetrahedra. The reason for

generating only a single layer is because of a subsequent high-order method for
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Algorithm 2.3 Generation of a surface mesh

1: procedure SurfaceMesh
2: for All CAD curves c do
3: DiscretiseCurve(c) . As detailed

4: end for
5: for All CAD surfaces s do
6: E ← boundary edges from curve meshes
7: P ← boundary mesh nodes
8: T ← Triangulate(P ,E) . initial triangulation
9: EvaluateTriangles(T ) . asses whether edges suit δ

10: Pn ← new points from triangles which are too large
11: while Pn > 0 do
12: P ← P + Pn
13: T ← Triangulate(P ,E)
14: Pn ← 0
15: EvaluateTriangles(T )
16: Pn ← new points from triangles which are too large
17: end while
18: repeat
19: repeat
20: DiagonalSwapNodeDefect
21: until done twice
22: repeat
23: DiagonalSwapMaxAngle
24: until done twice
25: repeat
26: MeshSmoothing
27: until done twice
28: until done twice
29: end for
30: end procedure
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producing curved anisotropic elements is used. This is explained in more detail in

chapter 4.

The procedure for generating the prisms is quite simple. Beginning with the

triangular surface mesh, vectors (or normals) are defined at each surface mesh vertex.

At δb along this vector new mesh vertices are defined. For each surface triangle there

is a collection of 6 vertices which define the prism element. There are a number

of important criteria when considering the normal directions in complex domains.

Firstly the normals to all the triangles that connect to a vertex must be visible to

each other. Also in convex regions, if δb is too large, the prism may be inverted.

The procedure for calculating the mesh vertex normals used here closely follows

the work of Aubrey et al. [2]. Here their first algorithm is used where the set of

triangles, T , connected to a given vertex are utilised for the calculation, and is

described in Algorithm 2.4.

Algorithm 2.4 Calculate normal at surface mesh vertex

1: procedure CalculateNormalVector(T )
2: for each triangle in T , i do
3: wi ← 1.0/sizeof(T ) . initial weights

4: Ni ← normal to the triangle
5: end for
6: Np ←

∑
wiNi

||
∑
wiNi|| . initial normal

7: while Not converged do
8: for each triangle in T , i do
9: αi ← arccos(Np ·Ni)

10: end for
11: for each triangle in T , i do
12: wi ← wi × αi∑

αi

13: end for
14: for each triangle in T , i do
15: wi ← wi∑

wi
. normalise

16: end for
17: Npn ←

∑
wiNi

||
∑
wiNi||

18: Np ← βNpn + (1− β)Np . relaxation

19: Check convergence
20: end while
21: return Np

22: end procedure

If the algorithm fails to converge, it is most likely that the normals of the triangles

are not visible to each other and the local surface will need re-meshing. Further to

the calculation of the normals, they must be smoothed. A simple local averaging is

used between mesh connected surface mesh vertices. One last consideration must
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be made. It is quite likely that in convex regions prisms will be inverted. To counter

this the procedure post-processes all the prisms, checking for validity. If the element

is invalid the height of the prism is reduced until such a point that it is valid. The

heights of the prism layer are then smoothed ensuring a smooth variation through

the mesh.

The significant limitation of this system is that no consideration is given to the

possibility of two prism layers in close proximity, as might be found, for instance, in

the slot gaps of a high-lift wing. The height of the prism layer in these regions should

be reduced to account for the proximity. This is a challenging task and must be

considered when meshing geometries where this may be an issue using this system.

2.4 Examples of application

Figure 2.6. Two views of a surface mesh of an aircraft geometry.

The processes for automatic mesh sizing specification system and linear mesh

generation have been applied to an aircraft configuration. Figure 2.6 shows a mesh

obtained using the automatic specification process on an aircraft geometry. This

geometry shows a significant variation of curvature across the surface, and exhibits

many regions of high curvature such as the nose, tail cone and the leading edges of

the three wing profiles. The figure highlights that the system has correctly identified

these areas of curvature and increased resolution there accordingly. Furthermore, it

can be observed that when the progression away from one source of high curvature

meets another, the transition is smooth. An example of this can be seen where

the progression away from the nose of the aircraft meets the progression from the

leading edge, near the location of the cockpit window.
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Figure 2.7 shows a side view of the octree to illustrate its construction. This

octree conforms to all the criteria layout in its construction, such as smoothness in

size difference between neighbouring octants. Since the Cartesian grid of the octree

shows clearly the underlying shape of the aircraft, the octree itself provides a good

description of the geometry, even if it is strictly not a goal of the octree construction

process. Notice that in the region of the trailing edge of the tail wing, where there

is little curvature relative to the rest of the geometry, the octree is not subdivided

to give an improved description of the geometry. It has only been subdivided as is

required to describe curvature. The size of the octants in regions of high curvature

is similar to the size of the elements in the final mesh, which is an important aspect

in accurately estimating the element count.

Figure 2.7. Side view of the aircraft domain in both mesh and octree structure.

2.4.1 Element prediction results

Figure 2.8 shows the a priori predicted element count against the amount that

are produced in the resulting mesh using the automated system for three test cases,

including the aircraft shown previously, an additional case of a NACA0012 extruded

wing and a more complex swept wing not shown here. For each test case, the three

user-defined parameters δmin, δmax and ε were varied in turn and at a wide range

of values to produce meshes of various coarseness. In each geometry case, δmin was

varied by an order of magnitude and ε was varied from 1 to 0.0001. The value

of δmax was not changed because it has little effect on element count. Figure 2.8

shows that for all the domains and test cases we consider here, the error in element

estimation is always below 20% and, in most cases, is below 10%. This represents a

useful capability to accurately estimate the potential element count and to allow the

user to alter the parameters to tune the mesh without running the mesh generation
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Figure 2.8. Predicted vs actual element count for various meshes using the automatic

octree system

processes. However, it was found through testing, that the estimation only holds

under the condition that the δ specification of an octant does not differ from the

dimensions of the octant by more than an order of magnitude; that is, each octant

should predict that no more than 20 to 30 tetrahedra should be generated within

its volume. It was found that if significantly higher element count contributions are

found within the octree the accuracy of the prediction degrades. This is consistent

with the approximation inherent in equation (2.6) which assumes elements are of

the same size within an octant.
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3

Variational high-order mesh

generation

As highlighted in the literature review research into high-order mesh generation has

almost exclusively centred around a posteriori approaches, whereby a coarse linear

mesh is deformed to accommodate the curvature at the boundary. The challenge

in this approach is to determine a method through which this curvature can be

incorporated into the interior of the domain. Without this, the mesh is at best of

a low quality, and at worst, will self-intersect, rendering it unsuitable for solver-

based calculations. Existing work in a posteriori generation has broadly centred

around two lines of investigation. The first of these focuses around the concept

of solid body deformation, whereby the mesh is treated as a solid body which is

deformed to incorporate curvature at the boundary. The work in this theme has

focused around determining which model is ‘best’, either in terms of optimal quality

or computational efficiency. Some models investigated include linear elasticity by

Xie et al. [97] and Hartmann and Leicht [36], non-linear hyperelasticity by Persson

and Peraire [65] and more recently by Poya et al. [68], thermo-elasticity by Moxey et

al. [58] and the Winslow equations by Fortunato and Persson [25]. The second theme

follows a different route, whereby the mesh is equipped with an associated functional

that denotes its energy. A non-linear optimisation problem is then solved in order

to minimise this functional and yield a valid mesh. Again, most studies in this

area have focused around this choice of functional, which include scaled Jacobian

distortion metrics by Dey et al. [21], spring analogies for surface deformation by

Sherwin and Peiró [78], unconstrained optimisation of the Jacobian by Toulorge

et al. [85] and a number of articles by Roca and collaborators based on a shape

distortion metric, e.g. [29,31,69].

However, the connections between these two themes so far remain uninvestigated.
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In the linear mesh generation community, for example in work by Garanzha [26]

and Huang and Russell [41], it is known that through the calculus of variations, the

elliptic partial differential equations defining these elasticity models can be recast

into the minimisation of a energy functional, which takes as its arguments the mesh

displacement and its derivatives. However, the use of this approach in high-order

mesh generation has remained mostly unnoted, asides from brief remarks in work

by Sastry et al. [73].

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the connections between these two ex-

isting mesh generation themes. This study is performed by both recasting solid body

models in a variational setting and examining other functionals in the literature. It

will be shown that this approach has several benefits. It allows the examination

each of the models in a common setting and the investigation of the relative benefits

of each model in turn. Additionally, from a standpoint of robustness, the use of

an energy functional that is convex or polyconvex, as investigated by Huang and

Russell [41] and Garanzha [28], gives mathematical guarantees of a minimum that

may be found using a numerical optimisation procedure. Finally, it is noted that

early work in the 1970s by Felippa [24], who investigated direct energy minimisa-

tion methods for mesh generation, concluded that this method is promising but

computational power was, at the time, a significant limiting factor in the success

of this approach. In the following sections, it will be shown that modern comput-

ing hardware, combined with a suitable choice of numerical optimisation to exploit

the denser structure that arises through a high-order discretisation, means that it

is possible overcome this problem. The results presented here highlight that the

variational setting allows for the construction of a highly efficient and robust par-

allel framework for high-order mesh generation, permitting the generation of large

complex three-dimensional meshes in a matter of minutes.

3.1 High-order surface generation

This chapter begins with a brief aside on generating curved high-order surfaces.

This surface is typically used as boundary conditions for the interior deformation

procedure, therefore it is important to the high-order process as a whole.

It is well known that inaccuracies in the representation of the geometric bound-

ary have a significant impact on the flow solution in high-order simulations. These

inaccuracies include: highly distorted surface elements; mesh nodes being a signifi-

cant distance from the true CAD surface; and under-representation of the geometric

curvature due to using a too low polynomial order with too large a element.
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If the vertex locations of the linear surface mesh are taken to be fixed, producing

a high-order surface can be accomplished simply by using an affine mapping of the

triangle in the 2D parameter plane to the reference triangle of a high-order element.

This can then be used to locate the new high-order nodes in the parameter space,

which are then projected into 3D using the CAD engine. However, this means that

the high-order triangles will inherit the distortion of the CAD surface, lowering the

quality of the mesh and in some cases causing invalid elements.

The rest of this section presents a method to take the high-order surface mesh

made using the affine mapping approach and optimise the location of the high-order

nodes to reduce CAD induced distortion. This is done by modelling the mesh entities

as spring networks and minimising the spring energy, in a similar approach to the

work of [78]. In mathematical notation, this can be expressed as

min f =
∑
s

||x1 − x2||2
ws

, (3.1)

which states that f , the spring energy, is the sum over all the springs in the system,

where x1 and x2 are the 3D locations of the nodes at the ends of the springs and ws

is the inverse of the spring stiffness, which is calculated as a function of the nodal

distribution being targeted. Because the linear mesh vertices are held fixed during

this procedure, the problem can be reduced to an entity-by-entity approach. First

optimising mesh edges that lie on curves; then edges that lie on surfaces; and finally

interior triangle faces that lie on CAD surfaces. In the first case (edges on CAD

curves), the problem is a 1D optimisation of spring system in the curve’s parameter

space t.

f =
P∑
i=1

||x(ti+1)− x(ti)||2
wi

, (3.2)

Where i is one of the P + 1 nodes along the high-order edge. Here, P is the

polynomial order of the mesh being created and wi = zi+1 − zi, where zi is the i-th

entry in the distribution of nodal points in the where −1 ≤ z ≤ 1. The initial values

of t are obtained from the linear 1D mapping

ti = t1

(
1− zi

2

)
+ tP+1

(
1 + zi

2

)
i = 1, ..., P + 1. (3.3)

where t1 and tP+1 are the parametric coordinates of the end nodes of the edge, which

are the vertices in the linear mesh and are considered to be fixed.

Performing the optimisation of the edges which lie on the CAD surfaces follows
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a similar procedure but is formulated in the 2D parameter plane, i.e

f =
P∑
i=1

||x(ui+1, vi+1)− x(ui, vi)||2
wi

. (3.4)

This procedure reduces the distortion found in the high-order edges by minimising

the length of the edge; that is, the optimised high-order edge will lie approximately

on the geodesic between the two end points on the surface.

The procedure for optimising the location of face interior nodes requires a slightly

alternative approach. The system is considered as a set of freely movable nodes,

consisting of those nodes lying on the interior of the triangle, and a set of fixed

nodes which lie on the edges. Each of the free nodes is connected to a system of

six surrounding nodes by springs, and this is the system which is minimised. In a

triangle of order P , there are (P − 2)(P − 1)/2 interior nodes. The function f is

f =

(P−2)(P−1)/2∑
i=1

6∑
s

||x(ui, vi)− x(us, vs)||2
ws

, (3.5)

where ws is calculated as the distance between the two nodes in a reference equi-

lateral triangle, shown in figure 3.1 along with the connectivity of the springs. The

choice of a six spring system means that the method is applicable to any point

distribution at any order. For example, figure 3.1 shows a P = 4 triangle with a

Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre distribution along the edges and a triangular Fekete distri-

bution for the face interior points.

To optimise the energy of the system a bounded version of the BFGS algorithm

is used [12]. This bounding is necessary due to the limits of the parameter space in

the CAD entities.

Figure 3.2 shows the effectiveness of this optimisation procedure. The left-hand

figure shows the surface mesh before optimisation, and the right-hand figure after

optimisation of the spring networks. In this case, the highly distorted CAD surface

of the rounded leading edge of a wingtip causes suboptimal surface mesh generation.

The figure clearly shows that the high-order triangles are deformed under the linear

mapping. However, when this optimisation procedure is performed, the mesh edges

approximate geodesic lines better and the resulting surface mesh is smoother.

There are a number of advantages in using this simple approach to high-order

surface mesh optimisation. In addition to being simple to implement and obtain

analytical gradients of the functionals, the primary advantage it is relatively cheap.

This is because the bottom-up, disconnected, nature of the method means that each

individual optimisation problem is small. However because of the disconnected ap-
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Figure 3.1. Reference Fekete distribution of points in a fourth-order triangle and the

six spring system linking the free nodes.

(a) Unoptimised high-order surface. (b) Optimised high-order surface.

Figure 3.2. The high-order surface created using the affine mapping with (b) and

without (a) optimisation in a region of high distortion in the CAD sur-

face.

proach it cannot always achieve optimal meshes. It can however alleviate invalidity

and low quality elements induced by the curved surface mesh.
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3.2 Background and formulation of variational mesh

generation

This section begins to introduce the variational approach to high-order mesh gener-

ation with a brief mathematical overview of the setup of the variational formulation.

The ultimate goal is to define an energy functional that will be optimised in order to

produce a valid high-order mesh. Therefore a coarse mesh is required ΩI =
⋃Nel

e=1 Ωe
I

of Nel straight-sided elements. Each element Ωe
I is equipped with a high-order poly-

nomial finite element basis, based on standard Lagrange interpolant basis functions.

This gives an initial representation of the domain and serves as the initial configu-

ration for the variational setup. The approach of previous work [69, 85] is followed

so that a mapping is defined between a straight-sided mesh ΩI and a curvilinear

mesh Ω, which is denoted by φ : ΩI → Ω. Each element Ωe
I is referred to as the

‘ideal’ element as it represents the best quality attainable without the introduction

of curvature.

The mapping φ is constructed by considering each element Ωe
I separately. Re-

ferring to the diagram in figure 1.1, wherein a triangular element is considered and

denoted the coordinates inside each element as ξ ∈ Ωst, x ∈ Ωe and y ∈ Ωe
I . These

mappings are constructed in an isoparametric fashion, so that the nodes ξn that

define the Lagrange basis functions on the standard element map to yn under φI

and xn under φM . It is noted that other element types, such as quadrilaterals in

two dimensions and tetrahedra, triangular prisms, pyramids and hexahedra in three

dimensions, may use exactly the same definitions as above.

The energy functional is then defined as the integral

E(∇φ) =

∫
ΩI

W (∇φ) dy, (3.6)

where W depends on the deformation gradient tensor

∇φ(y) =
∂φ

∂y
(3.7)

[∇φ(y)]ij =
∂φi
∂yj

, (3.8)

and its determinant J = det∇φ, which hereafter is referred to as the Jacobian.

3.2.1 Forms of the energy functional

This section outlines a key contribution of this work, where it is shown that many

of the existing curvilinear mesh generation methods can be unified in a variational

setting through the definition of an energy functional.
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Linear elasticity energy

A number of articles have examined the use of a linear elastic analogy in the context

of high-order mesh generation [36,58,97]. This takes the form of an elliptic PDE

∇ · (λ tr(E)I + µE) = −f (3.9)

where E = 1
2
(∇u + ∇u>), u = x − y is the displacement from the straight-

sided mesh configuration and λ and µ are the Lamé constants. Following common

engineering practice, Young’s modulus, E = µ(3λ+2µ)/(λ+µ), and Poisson’s ratio,

ν = 1
2
λ/(λ + µ) are used. Under these assumptions, a constant value of E is just

a scaling factor of the body forces and the energy is a function of ν only. The

Poisson’s ratio is representative of the compressibility of the material with a value

ν = 1
2

corresponding to an incompressible material. It is further assumed that there

are no body forces so that f = 0 and displacements are prescribed at the boundary

to close the problem.

In the above references, the standard approach is to adopt the usual Galerkin

finite element discretisation, by defining trial and test functions that are polynomial

expansions on each element and continuous between elements, applying integration

by parts, and finally solving a linear system of equations involving a stiffness matrix

to yield the displacements. However, it is possible to alternatively view the above

PDE as the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional (3.6), where W is given by

W =
1

2
λ [tr(E)]2 + µE : E, (3.10)

where the double product or Frobenius product of two tensors is defined as A : B =

tr(A>B). The calculus of variations shows that the minimisation of the functional

yields the same solution as obtained through the PDE. While the above form of

W does lead to the linear elasticity formulation for small deformations, but it does

not satisfy the growth condition that W → ∞ when J → 0+, which is required to

prevent the inversion of the mesh [40]. By defining κ > 0 as the bulk modulus, a

modified version of this energy that performs better for large compressive strains,

i.e. when J → 0+, is

W =
κ

2
(ln J)2 + µE : E. (3.11)

Isotropic hyperelasticity energy

A nonlinear hyperelastic formulation is considered that aligns with the work de-

scribed in references [65] and [68]. If the material is isotropic, so that the consti-

tutive behaviour is identical in any direction, then the energy must be a function
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of the invariants of the right Cauchy-Green tensor, C, only [5], where in this set-

ting C = ∇φ>∇φ. This is written as W (C(y),y) = W (IC1 , I
C
2 , I

C
3 ,y) where the

invariants of C are

IC1 = tr(C) = ∇φ : ∇φ ; IC2 = tr(CC) = tr(C>C) = C : C ; IC3 = det(C) = J2.

A simple case of isotropic hyperelastic material is the compressible neo-Hookean

material, as considered in reference [65], and its strain energy is given by

W =
µ

2
(IC1 − 3)− µ ln J +

λ

2
(ln J)2 (3.12)

where λ and µ are the material constants, which are the same as for the linear

elasticity model above.

Winslow equation energy

The Winslow equations are second-order non-linear elliptic partial differential equa-

tions which are obtained by enforcing the computational coordinates to be har-

monic. These have long been used in the smoothing of linear meshes and have

recently been used in the application of optimisation and untangling of high-order

meshes [25]. They can be recast into a variational form by again viewing them as

the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional (3.6) with

W =
‖∇φ‖2

f

J
(3.13)

as shown, for example, in reference [15]. Here ‖F ‖f =
√

tr(FF>) =
√
F : F

denotes the Frobenius norm induced by the inner product.

Energy as a measure of distortion

The final functional considered is a shape distortion measure that has been used

in both linear [23] and curvilinear [29, 31, 69] mesh generation. This is case equa-

tion (3.6) is defined using

W =
‖∇φ‖2

f

d|J |2/d (3.14)

where d is the dimension of the mesh. An interesting point, which to the best

of the authors knowledge has not been noted elsewhere in the literature, is the

similarity between this distortion measure and the Winslow functional. Whilst the

denominator of equation (3.14) ensures a different result for 3D meshes, it is noted

that in the presence of a positive Jacobian in 2D, equations (3.13) and (3.14) differ

by only a factor of 1/2 and are therefore equivalent for the purpose of optimisation.
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3.2.2 Mesh untangling via Jacobian regularisation

Each of the functionals used to describe the energy of deformation behave asymp-

totically around J = 0, so that W → ∞ and E → ∞ as J → 0+. This is a

desirable and expected property which prevents the mesh from inverting. The solid

mechanics analogy would be that this behaviour prevents the interpenetration of

matter. However, all of these functionals have various undesirable properties when

J < 0, not least of which is that the elasticity analogies are undefined due to the

presence of the term ln(J). Therefore, they are unsuitable for any problem where

the initial mesh configuration is invalid, or equivalently, if during the optimisation

of the functional, an invalid state is examined. To overcome this limitation, J in

the formulae above is replaced with a regularised version JR previously employed

for linear meshes [26,27] and high-order studies [29]. This takes the form

JR =
1

2

(
J +
√

4δ2 + J2
)

(3.15)

where δ is a small regularisation parameter. In the case of invalid elements, JR

becomes very small but positive, meaning that quantities such as ln(JR) remain well-

defined. Additionally, the use of this regularisation alters the profiles of the energy

functionals such that their behaviour shifts from being asymptotic to something

similar to exponential and thus very large in the presence of invalid or marginally

valid elements. This drives the optimisation process to move nodes in the mesh

away from small or negative Jacobian regions since they possess very large energies,

and correcting the mesh if it were to start to become invalid.

Selecting an appropriate δ requires careful examination, since it can dramatically

change the profile of JR for invalid or near-invalid elements. In studying various

cases, it has been found that maintaining a small δ even when elements are valid tend

to give the best performance in untangling invalid meshes and optimising quality.

The following has been selected

δ =


√

10−8 + 0.04(Jmin)2, if Jmin < 0

10−4, otherwise
(3.16)

in which Jmin refers to the minimum value of the Jacobian1 in the mesh. This choice

follows the strategy employed by Garanzha [26], but replaces the use of a machine

epsilon with a small constant.

1Evaluated at the integration points, see section 3.3.6.
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3.3 Implementation of the framework

After outlining the variational framework and the energy functionals to be inves-

tigated, the practical numerical implementation in the optimisation of the func-

tional (3.6) is considered. For large meshes comprising millions of moving nodes,

both an efficient nonlinear optimisation method, alongside a robust calculation of

the elemental contributions to the functional is required. This section outlines these,

alongside a simple parallelisation strategy that can be used to mitigate the overall

computational cost on many-core machines.

3.3.1 Evaluation of the functional on a single element

The functional E(∇φ) in equation (3.6) is defined across the domain ΩI . Given the

elemental composition of the mesh, it may therefore naturally break down into a

summation of elemental contributions, so that

E(∇φ) =

Nel∑
e=1

∫
Ωe

I

W (∇φ) dy. (3.17)

Practically, a discretisation of the mapping φ on each element, and integration rules

which allow for numerically calculating the integral above is required. The mapping

φ−1
I , as shown in figure 1.1, can be employed so that these requirements can be

fulfilled by using the standard element Ωst. This then allows the definition of φ as

the composition φM ◦ φ−1
I . The summation above may therefore be written as

E(∇φ) =

Nel∑
e=1

∫
Ωst

W
[
∇φM(ξ)∇φ−1

I (φI(ξ))
]

det(∇φI) dξ. (3.18)

therefore the construction ∇φ−1
I (y) and ∇φM(ξ) on a given element is required,

which is described in the following sections.

Ideal mapping

The mapping φI(y) may be written analytically as a combination of linear finite

element shape functions, which makes its construction straightforward. For example,

the mapping for a triangle with vertices v1,v2 and v3 is given by

φI(ξ) = (v2 − v1)ξ1 + (v3 − v1)ξ2 + 1⇒ ∇φI =
[
v2 − v1 v3 − v1

]
(3.19)

where −1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ 1 and ξ1+ξ2 ≤ 1. It is noted that this expression is independent

of ξ, which is also the case for tetrahedra in three dimensions. The inverse of the

mapping can therefore be computed once for each element.
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A similar approach can be adopted for other element types. For example, a

quadrilateral with vertices v1, . . . ,v4 in anti-clockwise ordering is described by the

mapping

φI(ξ) =
1− ξ1

2

1− ξ2

2
v1 +

1 + ξ1

2

1− ξ2

2
v2 +

1 + ξ1

2

1 + ξ2

2
v3 +

1− ξ1

2

1 + ξ2

2
v3.

(3.20)

with derivative

∇φI(y) =
1

4

[
(ξ2 − 1)v1 + (1− ξ2)v2 + (1 + ξ2)v3 − (1 + ξ2)v3

(ξ1 − 1)v1 − (1 + ξ1)v2 + (1 + ξ1)v3 − (1 + ξ2)v3

]>
. (3.21)

where −1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ 1. In this case there is a clear dependence on ξ and thus the

inverse mapping will depend on y. In this case, the derivative must be evaluated at

chosen points {ξ̃q}Qq=0 within the standard element that correspond to points {ỹq}Qq=1

within ΩI , and then each 2× 2 or 3× 3 matrix (depending on the dimension of the

element) that represents ∇φI(ξn) is inverted to construct ∇φ−1
I (ỹq). The choice

of these points aligns with the quadrature points which is selected to evaluate the

integral inside equation (3.18), which is discussed in section 3.3.6.

Curvilinear mapping

For φM the usual isoparametric mapping that is common to nodal spectral element

discretisations is selected, which maps N nodes ξn from the standard element to

nodes xn inside the curvilinear element. N depends on both the element type and

polynomial order; for example a triangle at polynomial order P has N = 1
2
(P +

1)(P + 2). Combined with the Lagrange polynomial interpolants `n this yields the

expansion

φM(ξ) =
N∑
n=1

xn`n(ξ). (3.22)

Therefore two sets of points inside Ωst are required. The first is the set {ξn}Nn=1 which

defines the Lagrange interpolants, so that `m(ξn) = δnm, yielding an isoparametric

mapping such that φM(ξi) = xi. For triangles and tetrahedra, this work selects the

α-optimised points that are discussed in the book [38]. These point distrobutions,

widely used in other literature, have optimial conditioning of the Vandermonde ma-

trices and recover Guass-Lobatto distributions on the edges of elements. Hexahedra

and quadrilaterals use tensor products of one-dimensional Gauss-Lobatto quadra-

tures. Finally, prisms use a tensor product of the triangular α-optimised points

and the Gauss-Lobatto points. Under these choices, the nodal points between any

adjacent elements are guaranteed to align. Pyramidal elements are not considered

in this work.
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The second set of points is the set {ξ̃q}Qq=1, on which the integrals in equation

(3.18) are evaluated and ∇φ−1
I . It is important to highlight that in general, Q 6= P

and that ξn and ξ̃q are not collocated. However, the selection of these points is

important since they will impact both the accuracy of the evaluation of relevant

quantities and the computational efficiency of the scheme.

Following the usual approaches that are outlined in greater detail in references [38]

or [45] for example, it is possible to define a N ×N discrete derivative operator Dj
for each coordinate direction j, so that for Ξ = [ξ1, . . . , ξN ]>,

Dj(φM)i(Ξ) =
∂(φM)i
∂ξj

(Ξ) (3.23)

where φM = [(φM)1, (φM)2, (φM)3] in three dimensions. The derivatives at the inte-

gration points Ξ̃ = [ξ̃1, . . . , ξ̃Q], are evaluated by combining the derivative operator

with an Q×N operator I which performs a polynomial interpolation from functions

defined on ξp to ξ̃q so that

∂(φM)i
∂ξj

(Ξ̃) = IDj(φM)i(Ξ). (3.24)

Computational savings can be made by pre-computing the product of I and Dj for

use in the following optimisation procedure.

3.3.2 Local optimisation procedure

As the energy functional is now defined and a method for its evaluation on a single

element prescribed, this section focuses the non-linear optimisation process that is

required to minimise the deformation energy based on the selection of the integrand

W in equation (3.6). In general, the aim is to solve the minimisation problem

find min
φ
E(φ) = min

φ

∫
ΩI

W (∇φ) dy. (3.25)

Implicitly, φM and therefore φ depends on the set of nodes that defines the curvi-

linear mesh, which are denoted by N = [n1, . . . ,nNnodes ] and each ni represents the

coordinates of a node in the mesh. The optimisation of this problem therefore begins

with an initial selection of the nodes, N 0, in which the curvature of the boundary

is imposed on the linear mesh, regardless of whether this causes self-intersections.

A numerical optimisation strategy to iteratively update N towards lower energy

configurations, i.e. N k → N k+1 such that Ek → Ek+1 < Ek is required. To achieve

this, this work utilises a gradient- and Hessian-based method as this can provide

superior convergence properties. Following reference [69] and later works, this work
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also utilises an optimisation method which is based on a relaxation strategy. In a

‘standard’ optimisation the derivatives would be calculated in a global fashion to

highlight the effects of moving a node on all other nodes of the mesh. However,

this requires the solution of a large matrix system. In the relaxation approach, a

cheaper, smaller local optimisation problem for each node ni ∈ N is solved, which

takes the form

find min
φ
Ei(∇φ) =

∑
e⊂i

∫
Ωe

I

W (∇φ) dy. (3.26)

Here, e ⊂ i denotes the subset of elements influenced by a change in the position

of node i. For example, figure 3.3 shows that if the position of nodes lying on the

interior quadrilateral edges are adjusted, only the evaluation of the functional that

is connected to either two or four elements, as denoted by the arrows, is required and

any interior nodes only need to be considered on a single element. The minimisation

of equation (3.25) can then be considered as that of a non-linearly related set of

energies, each of which belongs to a node and is evaluated using a subset of elements

in the mesh. These problems are far more computationally tractable: they are

highly compact and memory efficient, amenable to parallelisation and have simpler

expressions for gradient and Hessian terms. However they come at the cost of

increased iteration counts over the global approach and can potentially become

more prone to becoming stuck in local minima of the functional.

3.3.3 Numerical optimisation techniques

The optimisation of each Ei sub-problem, i.e. to find the minimum of Ei, is described

in algorithm 3.1, which is split into two procedures. The LocalOptimisation pro-

cedure performs a standard gradient descent, where the search direction is improved

through use of a Newton-based gradient and Hessian of Ei(∇φ). This is coupled

with a reverse line search, using one of two Wolfe conditions, with standard choices

for the various parameters used to perform the line search [62]. The second Wolfe

condition, in which the gradient is re-evaluated at each iteration of the line search,

is omitted, as that the significant additional cost of gradient calculation does not

yield any great improvement in robustness.

The convexity property of the functionals used in this chapter means that the

Hessian of second derivatives is a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix, and

therefore a truncated Newton type optimiser is the clear choice of method, as the

algorithm will be able to exploit properties such as a superior rate of convergence.

However, the SPD property is dependent on two conditions. Firstly, if the functional

or its derivatives are not calculated to a sufficient degree of accuracy, it is possible
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Algorithm 3.1 Solve the local optimisation problem for node ni using functional
defined by W . Returns new node location.

1: procedure LocalOptimisation(W,ni)
2: A← set of elements connected to ni

3: E ,G(E),H(E)← EvaluateFunctional(W , ni, A) . evaluate functional

4: Gtol ← 10−10 . tolerance for zero gradient

5: if ‖G(E)‖ < Gtol then
6: return . nodes with zero gradient already optimal

7: end if
8: m← ni . temporary storage

9: λ← minimum eigenvalue of H
10: if λ < 10−6 then
11: H(E)←H(E) + (10−6 − λ)I . Hessian regularisation

12: end if
13: sk ← −H(E)−1G(E) . search direction for descent

14: α, αtol, c1 ← 1, 10−10, 10−3 . tolerances for line search

15: p← s>kG(E)
16: while α > αtol do . reverse line search

17: ni ←m+ αsk . move node in the descent direction

18: F ← EvaluateFunctional(W , m, A) . evaluation functional

19: if F ≤ E + c1αp then . using Wolfe condition

20: return ni . new minimum found

21: end if
22: α← 1

2
α

23: end while
24: return m . unable to optimise, reset node

25: end procedure
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1: procedure EvaluateFunctional(W , n, A)
2: E ,G(E),H(E)← 0,0,0
3: for each type of element in A do . e.g. triangle, quad

4: x← coordinates of all elements of this type
5: for each coordinate direction d do
6: ∇xd ← Dtype

d xd . compute deformation tensor in direction d using dgemm

7: end for
8: for each element Ω do
9: for each evaluation point and weight ξ̃i, wi inside Ω do

10: w ← wi detφI(ξ̃
i) . mapping determinant weighted by quadrature

11: E ← E +W (∇x) · w
12: if not calculating gradient and Hessian then
13: continue
14: end if
15: for each coordinate direction j do
16: G(E)[j]← G(E)[j] + ∂nj

W (∇x) · w . analytic gradient

17: for each coordinate direction k do
18: H(E)[j, k]←H(E)[j, k] + ∂njnk

W (∇x) ·w . analytic Hessian

19: end for
20: end for
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: end procedure
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to encounter either very small or negative eigenvalues in the resulting matrix, which

may significant impact on the choice of search direction. This is investigated fur-

ther in section 3.4. Barring this however, as noted by Garanzha [28], the use of

regularisation compromises the convexity property of the functional. Indeed it has

been seen that as J becomes small and JR begins to deviate significantly from J ,

the eigenvalues of the Hessian become very small or negative, and the matrix is

quite commonly indefinite. In these cases, an indefinite Hessian will still frequently

yield a new node position with lower energy. However it also results in more ‘reset’

nodes in which no minima are found, as well as generally slower convergence speeds

due to more functional evaluations arising from smaller values of the step-length

parameter, α, in the line search.

The system therefore employs the commonly used Hessian regularisation tech-

nique, whereby the Hessian is altered if it contains small positive or any negative

eigenvalues. Note that this is different to the Jacobian regularisation discussed in

section 3.2.2, in which the functional is altered mathematically: this technique is

purely a numerical improvement. The Hessian regularisation takes the form

H =

H + (β − λmin)I, λmin < β,

H , otherwise,
(3.27)

where β = 10−6 is selected and λmin is the minimum eigenvalue of H . The use of

this regularisation forces the Hessian to become SPD and has been found to greatly

increases convergence speed and robustness. It has been observed that when un-

tangling a mesh, the Hessian regularisation will be used almost exclusively within

invalid elements in the early iterations. Once the mesh is sufficiently valid, i.e when

all Jacobians are positive and far from zero, where the Jacobian regularisation has

no effect, the Hessian regularisation is no longer used by the optimisation algo-

rithm because the convexity property has been restored. Other methods, such as

BFGS [12], were considered. In this case the Hessian is approximated in such as

way that the SPD property is guaranteed. But because the accuracy of the Hes-

sian approximation increases with the number of iterations performed it was found

to not be suitable for this application. This is because the approximation would

need to be regularly reset to the identity matrix because of the local optimisation

approach. This method would therefore be slower and possible less stable than

Hessian regularisation.

Since the Hessian matrix is small – of size either 2 × 2 or 3 × 3 depending on

the dimension of the problem – analytic expressions exist to calculate the minimum

eigenvalue without the need for common linear algebra packages such as LAPACK.
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This is therefore a relatively cheap route to improving the robustness of the numer-

ical optimisation.

3.3.4 Functional, gradient and Hessian evaluation

The LocalOptimisation procedure uses a separate EvaluateFunctional rou-

tine to be used during the line search to evaluate the functional, as well as its

gradient and Hessian. A very important point to note is that these derivatives are

not calculated with respect to the usual Cartesian coordinate directions, but in-

stead with respect to the position of the node ni. It is possible to evaluate these

using a finite-difference approximation, where a stencil is used to approximate the

gradient terms. Whilst this is very flexible, as it only requires the evaluation of

W at each point of the stencil, it introduces additional parameters in terms of the

physical size of the stencil to use. It is also computationally expensive, particularly

in three dimensions where 13 stencil points are required to calculate a first-order

approximation.

In this work, a series of analytic expressions for the gradient and Hessian have

been derived in order to reduce the computational cost and improve robustness.

A detailed derivation of these terms is included in section 3.3.5. These analytic

expressions have been validated by comparing against the values obtained via finite

difference approximation.

A final point to note regarding the evaluation of the gradient terms φM(ξ) is

that this operation may be greatly increased in speed using useful insights from

previous work [57]. If the coordinates of all of these elements are amalgamated into

one matrix, then φM(ξ) can be calculated using either two or three matrix-matrix

multiplications, depending on the dimension of the problem, where the left-hand

matrix is the combined derivative and interpolation operator Di. Therefore an

optimised BLAS call such as dgemm, which will give significantly higher performance

can be utilised but only at larger polynomial orders. In the presence of lower order

elements, where matrix sizes are far smaller, BLAS can be far less efficient than

hand-written loops. In this case the library libxsmm [37], which performs just-in-

time compilation for small matrix-matrix multiplications to execute optimised hand-

written kernels can be used. This can yield a significant performance improvement

of up to around 25% for these problems.
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3.3.5 Analytic derivatives

The analytic expressions for the energy functional derivatives are derived in this

section. The following nomenclature, depicted in figure 1.1, is used in section 3.2.

The standard element is Ωst with coordinates ξ ∈ Ωst. This has N nodal points

which is denoted by ξi. The curvilinear element is Ωe with coordinates x ∈ Ωe. The

nodes of the element are xi. The ideal element is Ωe
I with coordinates y ∈ Ωe

I and

nodes yi.

The following mappings are considered:

• φM : Ωst → Ωe which maps the reference element to the curvilinear element;

• φI : Ωst → Ωe
I which maps the reference element to the ideal element; and

• φ : Ωe
I → Ωe which maps the ideal element to the curvilinear element, and can

be viewed as the composition φM ◦ φ−1
I .

Each of these mappings is defined in the isoparametric sense, so that for example

x = φM(ξ) =
N∑
n=1

xn`n(ξ), (3.28)

where `n(ξ) has the Lagrange interpolant property that `n(ξm) = δnm, with δnm

being the Kronecker delta. We then have that φ(ξi) = xi; i.e. each reference nodal

point ξi maps onto an associated curvilinear point xi in an isoparametric fashion.

When running the local optimisation procedure of algorithm 3.1, a node is se-

lected, say xn, which is connected to one or more elements that neighbour the node.

The aim is to evaluate the functional

E(∇φ) =

∫
Ωe

I

W (∇φ(y)) dy (3.29)

on a subset of elements that are connected via some node of the mesh, where ∇φ
denotes the Jacobian matrix

∇φ(y) = ∇φM(φ−1
I (y))∇φ−1

I (y). (3.30)

For the numerical integration of the functional, evaluation points ξ̃q and associated

quadrature weights on Ωst are selected, and then map the integral back to there, so

that

E(∇φ) =

∫
Ωst

W
[
∇φM(ξ)∇φ−1

I (φI(ξ))
]

det(∇φI) dξ. (3.31)
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The optimisation requires both the gradients and the Hessian of E with respect to

the positions of xn, i.e.

∂

∂xnm
E(∇φ) =

∫
Ωst

∂

∂xnm

{
W
[
∇φM(ξ)∇φ−1

I (φI(ξ))
]

detφI(ξ)
}

dξ, (3.32)

where xn = (xn1 , x
n
2 , x

n
3 ) for a three-dimensional simulation. The product rule is

applied to see that

∂

∂xnm
E(∇φ) =

∫
Ωst

∂

∂xnm

{
W
[
∇φM(ξ)∇φ−1

I (φI(ξ))
]}

detφI(ξ) dξ

+

∫
Ωst

W
[
∇φM(ξ)∇φ−1

I (φI(ξ))
] ∂

∂xnm
[detφI(ξ)] dξ. (3.33)

Since the original linear mesh remains fixed and thus the ideal mapping φI remains

unchanged under node displacement, there is no dependence on the Cartesian coor-

dinates xnm. The derivative of detφI(ξ) is therefore zero, meaning that the second

integral can be ignored.

To evaluate the first integral however, it is clear that the various forms of W

need to be considered. Note that each of the functionals considered in this chapter

are some combination of the terms ‖∇φM‖2
f and JR(∇φM), where JR(∇φM) is the

regularised Jacobian used to untangle elements, and the points of evaluation have

been omitted for clarity. Obtaining the derivatives of these terms is accomplished

as follows.

First rewriting the Frobenius norm ‖∇φ‖2
f = ∇φ : ∇φ, and using the matrix

identity

∂

∂x
(A : A) = 2

∂A

∂x
: A (3.34)

to obtain
∂

∂xnm
‖∇φ‖2

f = 2
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φM∇φ−1

I . (3.35)

Now, using the definition of the regularised Jacobian from equation (3.15) with

J = det∇φM(ξ), apply the chain rule to obtain

∂JR
∂xnm

=
1

2

∂J

∂xnm

(
1 +

J√
4δ2 + J2

)
=

1

2

∂J

∂xnm

(
1 +

J

2JR − J

)
(3.36)

Both equations (3.35) and (3.36) lead to terms involving the derivative of ∇φM and

its determinant. Following a similar approach to [74] and noting that an isopara-

metric projection is used, obtains

x = φM(ξ) =
N∑
k=1

xk`k(ξ) ⇒ [∇φM(ξ)]ij =
N∑
k=1

xki

[
∂`k
∂ξj

(ξ)

]
i

(3.37)
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The derivative is therefore given by[
∂

∂xnm
∇φM(ξ)

]
ij

=
N∑
k=1

δnkδim

[
∂`k
∂ξj

(ξ)

]
i

= δim

[
∂`k
∂ξj

(ξ)

]
i

(3.38)

It is then required that the derivative of J to finalise the derivative of JR. This is

achieved using the matrix identity

∂

∂x
det(A) = det(A) tr

[
A−1∂A

∂x

]
, (3.39)

which then gives the derivative of J in terms of the calculated quantities above.

With these expressions, the computation of first- and second-order derivatives for

each of the functionals is possible by using standard product, chain and quotient

rules. Below, the analytic first and second derivatives for the four functionals used

in this chapter are shown, which have been verified by using finite difference approx-

imations.

Non-linear elasticity

W =
µ

2

(
‖∇φ‖2

f − 3
)
− µ ln JR +

κ

2
(ln JR)2 (3.40)

∂W

∂xnm
= µ

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)
+

∂J

∂xnm

1

2JR − J
(κ ln JR − µ) (3.41)

∂2W

∂xnm∂x
n
p

= µ

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I :

∂∇φM
∂xnp

∇φ−1
I

)
+

∂J

∂xnm

∂J

∂xnp

1

(2JR − J)2

(
κ− J κ ln JR − µ

2JR − J

)
(3.42)
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Distortion

W =
‖∇φ‖2

f

n|JR|2/n
(3.43)

∂W

∂xnm
= 2W


(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)

− ∂J

∂xnm

1

n(2JR − J)

 (3.44)

∂2W

∂xnm∂x
n
p

=
1

W

∂W

∂xnm

∂W

∂xnp
+

2W


(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I :

∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)

+
∂J

∂xnm

∂J

∂xnp

J

n(2JR − J)3

−
2

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)2

 (3.45)
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Linear elasticity

W =
κ

2
(ln JR) + µ

∥∥∥∥1

2
(∇φ>∇φ− I)

∥∥∥∥2

f

(3.46)

∂W

∂xnm
=

κ ln JR
2JR − J

∂J

∂xnm
+

2µ

[
1

2

(
∇φ−>I

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

)>
∇φM∇φ−1

I +

∇φ−>I (∇φM)>
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I

)
:

1

2

(
∇φ−>I (∇φM)>∇φM∇φ−1

I − I
)]

(3.47)

∂2W

∂xnm∂x
n
p

= 2µ

[(
∇φ−>I

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

)>
∂∇φM
∂xnp

∇φ−1
I

)
:

1

2

(
∇φ−>I (∇φM)>∇φM∇φ−1

I − I
)]

+

2µ

[
1

2

(
∇φ−>I

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

)>
∇φM∇φ−1

I +

∇φ−>I (∇φM)>
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I

)
:

1

2

(
∇φ−>I

(
∂∇φM
∂xnp

)>
∇φM∇φ−1

I +

∇φ−>I (∇φM)>
∂∇φM
∂xnp

∇φ−1
I

)]
+

κ

(2JR − J)2

∂J

∂xnm

∂J

∂xnp

(
1− J ln JR

2JR − J

)
(3.48)
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Winslow

W =
‖∇φ‖2

f

JR
(3.49)

∂W

∂xnm
= W

2

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)

− ∂J

∂xnm

1

(2JR − J)

 (3.50)

∂2W

∂xnm∂x
n
p

=
1

W

∂W

∂xnm

∂W

∂xnp
+ 2W


(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I :

∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)

−2

(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)(
∂∇φM
∂xnm

∇φ−1
I : ∇φ

)
(∇φ : ∇φ)2

+
∂J

∂xnm

∂J

∂xnp

J

2(2JR − J)3

]
(3.51)

3.3.6 Quadrature rules

One of the key aspects of the evaluation of elemental contributions is the quadrature

rule used to approximate the integral of the functional across each element, which

in earlier sections is denoted by the set {ξ̃}Qq=0. Initial efforts used high-order nodes

conforming to an α-optimised set of points on triangles and tetrahedra [38]. Whilst

this is a commonly used distribution and has been used in the optimisation of the

shape distortion functional in reference [29], experimentation has shown that this

distribution is prone to introducing instability as part of the nonlinear optimisation.

Closer observation shows that at most polynomial orders, these distributions have

negative quadrature weights at the vertices of the element. The presence of negative

weights can induce instability in instances when a mesh node is moved to a position

that results in a very high elemental deformation. This yields an abnormally large

value of the functional at the element vertex which, when multiplied by a negative

weight, results in a large negative value. In the summation over all quadrature

points, this can then result in a very large negative value of the functional, which

causes the optimiser to locate a new minimum where one does not exist.

A potential solution is the use of a larger number of quadrature points, i.e. a

significant increase in Q, to evaluate the gradient of the deformation tensor and

functional, as is performed in e.g. [29]. Although the quadrature weights are still

negative at the vertices of the triangle, there is a greater clustering of quadrature

points in these areas. This means that the large gradient of the deformation can
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be accurately resolved, thereby preserving positivity of the integral. Testing has

shown that whilst this yielded additional stability it did come at a greatly increased

computational cost.

To overcome both the cost and stability issues this work uses an alternative set

of quadrature points for triangles, tetrahedra and prismatic elements. These are the

quadrature rules proposed by Witherden and Vincent [95], which are symmetric,

interior to the standard element, but crucially have positive quadrature weights for

all elements at all orders. These point distribution sets also have lower numbers

of points which can achieve the same level of accuracy in integration. Therefore

over-integration to such a large extent is no longer needed, resulting in a lower

computational cost whilst preserving the robustness of the method. Over-integration

refers to the difference between the other of the mesh P and the order of integration

Q. This choice however is far from unique: there are many such quadrature rules in

the literature which may also yield similar properties [94].

3.3.7 Global optimisation and parallelisation

Finally, the last part of the optimisation procedure: iterating over each of the local

optimisation problem to converge to a global minimum is discussed, which is de-

scribed in algorithm 3.2. The first stage is straightforward: a list N of the nodes

to be optimised is compiled. Whilst nodes on the boundary may remain fixed (and

thus be omitted from this list), they may also be allowed to move across the surface

of the mesh, which is described in the following section.

In terms of the optimisation process, one step of the GlobalOptimise pro-

cedure iterates over all local optimisation problems, which results in a decrease of

the global functional value. These steps then continue until a convergence cri-

terion has been met. A strong convergence criterion has been used such that

‖N k+1 − N k‖∞/L < ε, so that the mesh is optimised once no node has moved

more than a small fraction, ε, of a characteristic length, L, of the problem. This

work uses ε = 10−6 as a guideline for convergence. However other convergence cri-

teria, such as a lower bound on the minimum Jacobian in the mesh, may be set if

this is a more important outcome.

To address the issue of high associated cost of the problem and to make the most

effective use of modern computational hardware that typically has many computing

cores it should be noted that in one step of the global optimisation, many local

optimisation problems may be trivially solved in parallel so long as no two problems

intersect. To determine precisely which problems may be run, the ColourNodes

routine implements a very simple node colouring strategy. Using this routine, all
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Algorithm 3.2 Solve the global optimisation problem for all nodes N with the
functional defined by W .

procedure ColourNodes(N )
while N is not empty do
M ← any uncoloured nodes in N
Create a new colour c
while M is not empty do

Select a node n ∈M , colour n with c
Let A← be the set of elements connected to node n
Remove n and all nodes in A from M

end while
end while
return colours for each node

end procedure
procedure GlobalOptimise(N ,W )

call ColourNodes(N )
M ← [0, . . . ,0]Nn=1 . will store updated configurations from local optimisation

while ‖N −M‖∞ > 10−6 do
for each colour c do

for each node n with colour c do in parallel
mi ← LocalOptimisation(n,W ) . store new node position

end for
end for

end while
end procedure
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non-fixed nodes in the mesh are sorted into subsets which are disjoint from any other

subsets, allowing each local optimisation to be run independently. A very simple

example of the node colouring scheme is shown in figure 3.3, in which any nodes that

have the same colour can be processed in parallel. Given the node colourings, the

standard pthread model to perform parallel execution is then used together with a

simple thread manager. The effectiveness of this parallelisation will be demonstrated

in the results section.

Figure 3.3. Colouring scheme of 10 colours used to partition the mesh into sub-

regions for parallel computing. Black vertices denote fixed (boundary)

vertices that are not optimised and arrows show the elements that each

vertex is connected to. Vertices that share the same colour can be opti-

mised in parallel.

3.3.8 Surface mesh optimisation

In complex geometric examples it is quite possible that the surface mesh can have

a low quality or even invalid configuration. Frequently this arises because of poor

or complex parametrisation in the CAD, which is difficult to overcome a priori in

the surface mesh generation process. If this is the case, fixing the nodes connected

to the surface during optimisation will constrain the mesh to such a degree that

the resulting mesh may be sub-optimal or invalid. This is especially concerning in

the case of an invalid surface mesh, as it will prevent the mesh from ever becoming

valid. To overcome this, should the CAD description of the geometry be available,

the optimisation framework is capable of ‘sliding’ the surface mesh nodes to an

optimised location while keeping them bound to their respective CAD parents. This

follows the same themes established in earlier work of Sherwin & Peiró [78] and Ruiz-

Gironés et al. [71].
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The surface mesh is allowed to slide by considering mesh nodes which exist on a

CAD vertex to be fixed, in order to close the system. Nodes which belong to CAD

curves are able to move in their one-dimensional parametric space, similarly, nodes

on CAD surfaces are able to move in their two-dimensional parametric spaces. To

take this parametrisation into account in the optimisation process, the LocalOp-

timisation procedure must be adapted for nodes connected to CAD curves and

surfaces. Specifically, instead of moving the three coordinates of the node position

ni, the variables become the curve and surface parameters t and (u, v) respectively.

Through an application of the chain rule, the gradient and Hessian which are re-

quired during the optimisation routine are given by

∂E(∇φ)

∂t
=
∂E(∇φ)

∂ni
· ∂n

i

∂t
, (3.52)

∂2E(∇φ)

∂t2
=
∂E(∇φ)

∂ni
· ∂

2ni

∂t2
+

(
∂ni

∂t

)>
· ∂

2E(∇φ)

∂ni2
· ∂n

i

∂t
, (3.53)

for curves, and

∂E(∇φ)

∂u
=
∂E(∇φ)

∂ni
· ∂n

i

∂u
, (3.54)

∂2E(∇φ)

∂u2
=

(
∂ni

∂u

)>
· ∂

2E(∇φ)

∂ni2
· ∂n

i

∂u
+
∂E(∇φ)

∂ni
· ∂

2ni

∂u2
. (3.55)

for surfaces. The derivatives in the parametric spaces that are required in the above

expressions, such as ∂tn
i, are provided by the CAD engine.

3.4 Analysis of the functional evaluation

In order to gain insight into the behavior of the functional, with a view to determin-

ing an appropriate integration order and to understanding how it will behave under

optimisation, this section analyses the numerical characteristics of a number of prop-

erties for a range of 2D cases such as functional and functional gradient magnitude.

Similar analysis on 3D elements should be possible but is not easily interpreted so

is omitted for clarity. However, it is expected that the properties displayed for 2D

cases would also apply to their 3D equivalents.

To carry out this analysis, for both a fourth order quadrilateral and triangle a

element interior node is chosen. With all other nodes in the element held fixed,

the chosen node is moved to positions (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2, where at each position the

evaluations are made: the functional, E(∇φ); the magnitude of the gradient of the

functional, ‖∂nE(∇φ)‖ under the L2 norm; the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian

matrix ∂2
nE(∇φ); and an estimate of the over-integration required to evaluate the
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functional. These quantities then form the contours shown in each of the figures.

The white region in the centre of the element highlights the level set J(ξ) = 0.

This therefore highlights the region of validity of the element, so that if the interior

node remains within this region, the element is valid, whilst outside it becomes

invalid. The black lines show the edges of element and the red cross indicates the

initial location of the node that is begin moved. In the case of the Hessian plot,

which shows the regularised value, a red contour is shown to the region in which

regularisation is applied.

Recalling that the choice of the quadrature points {ξ̃q}Qq=1 is different from the

nodal points {ξ}Nn=1 used to define the basis functions of the element. In the fourth-

order quadrilateral, N = 25 nodal points are used, in the fourth-order triangle

N = 15, Q in each case remains to be determined.

For the functional, gradient and Hessian plot Q = 44, i.e a over-integration of

40 orders, is used. The assumption is that at such a high-order the evaluation is

accurate. The methodology for calculating the minimum over-integation slightly

different. Letting Eq(∇φ) denote the evaluation of the functional using a polyno-

mial order q + 4, and then compute a vector [E0, . . . , E40], so that the functional is

calculated at every polynomial order between 4 and 44. To estimate the ‘true’ value

of the functional, the average value of E40 through E44 is taken; i.e.

E(∇φ) ≈ 1

5

44∑
q=40

Eq(∇φ). (3.56)

The contour in minimum integration figures then denotes the minimum value of q

such that the relative error between E and Eq is less than 1%

Figure 3.4 shows the evaluation of the hyperelastic energy for a fourth order

quadrilateral, which is centred at the origin and has sides of unit length. These

are depicted in figures 3.4a, 3.4b, 3.4c and 3.4d, respectively. Figure 3.4a clearly

shows the effect of the Jacobian regularisation discussed in section 3.2.2, which

causes a rapid increase in the value of the functional as the node approaches the

edge of the region of validity, as shown by the white contour. It can also be seen

that the functional possesses a minimum at the centre of the element, as is to be

expected for this straight-sided quadrilateral. The gradient in figure 3.4b shows

large magnitudes in the corners of the validity regions, where the regularisation

increases to its largest values, but will clearly drive optimisation towards the centre

of the element as intended. Finally, the minimum eigenvalues of the Hessian shown

in figure 3.4c show a smooth profile apart from abrupt maxima in the corners of the

limit of validity. Viewing this data in detail showed that the vast majority of the

region had a very small value. This particular case, contained no regions of negative
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(d) Minimum degree of over-integration

Figure 3.4. A quantitative analysis of the hyperelastic functional for a fourth-order

quadrilateral.

eigenvalues but other similar cases, such as the second and third order equivalent of

this element did.

Figure 3.4d is perhaps the most useful part of this analysis process, as it attempts

to estimate the amount of over-integration required to accurately calculate the value

of the functional. From the figure it can be seen that over-integration between q = 0

(i.e. integration at order 4) and q = 18 (i.e. integration at order 22) is present in

this case, with the highest orders of integration required where the element is just

outside the region of validity. It has been postulated that where larger values of

q are required corresponds to larger gradient of the functional, where the energy
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Figure 3.5. A quantitative analysis of the hyperelastic functional for a fourth-order

triangle.

abruptly increases due to the regularisation. Based on the analysis of this figure,

it can be observed that selecting a moderate over-integration of around q = 6 is

quite acceptable for most cases, providing a good balance between computational

efficiency and the accuracy of integration. It has therefore been selected as the

degree of over integration for the results in the following section. Overall, it has

been found that this choice is reasonably robust, although in some cases elements

that are marginally invalid fail to untangle.

Figure 3.5 shows a similar analysis again but for a triangle. The functional eval-

uation shown in figure 3.5a is even more complex that in the case of quadrilateral.
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This is detrimental to the robustness of the optimisation method. Figure 3.5c shows

the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian, in this case there is a significant region of

negative values which required regularisation. Even more concerning is the quadra-

ture order required. Figure 3.5d shows that in some very small regions integration

of up to q = 36 is required, which based on the method used for the analysis says

that even at this high-order it has not converged. However most of the regions are

below the q = 20 seen in the quadrilateral. Again it can be observed that selecting

a moderate over-integration of around q = 6 is acceptable for most cases. It would

normally be expected that to exactly integrate a polynomial of degree P , Q = 2P+1

is required. At the modest orders shown here this is approximately consisted with

an over-integration of q = 6. At much higher P this factor of 6 may no longer be

sufficient.

3.4.1 Alternative regularisation approach

The form of the Jacobian regularisation has a huge impact on the ability if the

framework to correct an invalid mesh. The use of regularisation breaks the convex-

ity property which lowers robustness of the methodology and significantly increases

its complexity. The regularisation takes the form of equation (3.15). This is a de-

velopment of examples found in the literature and is born of some trial and error.

Clearly an ideal regularisation would be one that preserves the convexity. Here the

analysis above is repeated but instead of using the form of the Jacobian regularisa-

tion in equation (3.15), the value of delta is held to a fixed small number as opposed

to a function of the Jacobian itself. While this does not preserve convexity the

results are interesting. The results are show in figures 3.6 and 3.7. An immediate

observation is that all of the plots are significantly smoother, which in theory should

improve the robustness of the optimisation algorithm. It can also be seen that the

required level of over-integration is significantly lower than the other regularisation

method.

Figure 3.8 shows 3D surface, or lift, plots of the functional magnitude for each of

the configurations shown above. These are the surface spaces in which the optimi-

sation method is trying to find a minimum. It can clearly be seen in plots a) and b)

that the functionals contain a number of local minima and ridges which would make

the work of the optimiser quite hard. These difficulties are not present in c) and

d) where the alternative regularisation is used. These show much smoother profiles

which would be much easier on the optimiser and one unique minima.

First interpretation of these results would suggest this simpler form of the regu-

larisation could be better than the one used for the results in this chapter. However
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(a) Contours of E(∇φ).
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(b) Magnitude of functional gradient.
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(c) Minimum eigenvalue of Hessian.
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Figure 3.6. A quantitative analysis of the hyperelastic functional for a fourth-order

quadrilateral using an alternative regularisation.

this proved to only be true for the hyperelastic functional as the simpler form did

not work for other functionals. It is hypothesised that the use of the small constant

for the regularisation caused the ln(Jr) term to dominate the functional evaluation

and it no longer had the properties of a hyperelastic functional.
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(a) Contours of E(∇φ).
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(b) Magnitude of functional gradient.
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(c) Minimum eigenvalue of Hessian.
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Figure 3.7. A quantitative analysis of the hyperelastic functional for a fourth-order

triangle using an alternative regularisation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.8. 3D lift plots of the functional magnitude shown for; a) quadrilateral stan-

dard, b) triangle standard, c) quadrilateral alternative and d) triangle

alternative, shapes and regularisation methods.
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3.5 Application of the variational framework

This section outlines the application of the variational framework to the genera-

tion of triangular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral and prismatic meshes and combinations

thereof. This section begins with a brief discussion of how to compare the relative

qualities of each mesh. All of the tests below have been performed in parallel using

a 24-core machine, consisting of two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697v2 processors

running at 2.7GHz.

Quality metric

The current state of quality metrics for high-order mesh analysis is a confusing

one. However a metric with which to comment on the meshes in this work must

be selected. The clear choice, simply because it is the most widely used despite its

flaws is the scaled Jacobian. However within the context of this work, this measure

has a key drawback: this work studies a posteriori mesh generation and therefore

looks primarily at the mapping ∇φ. Whereas this quality metric is analysing the

mapping φM . Therefore it would be more logical to use the scaled Jacobian of the

mapping φ. The quality element Qe that is used to analyse meshes in this work is

therefore defined to be

Qe =
minξ

[
det(∇φM(ξ)) det(∇φ−1

I (ξ))
]

maxξ
[
det(∇φM(ξ)) det(∇φ−1

I (ξ))
] ∀Ωe ⊂ Ω. (3.57)

It is possible to further define the overall quality of the mesh by considering the

minimum metric over the mesh, defined as

Q = min
1≤e≤Nel

Qe. (3.58)

These quality metrics lie in the range (−∞, 1] and from a physical viewpoint make

the assumption that, an ‘ideal’ element should be as close to straight-sided as pos-

sible. Results near Qe = 1 are considered to be the highest quality, as this suggests

smoothness of the Jacobian, and any element with Qe < 0 is an invalid element.

The key difference between Jes and Qe is that Qe provides a measurement of

the deformation between the straight-sided and curvilinear element. This makes

no difference in the case of triangular and tetrahedral elements (asides from a mul-

tiplicative constant) since ∇φI is a linear mapping. However, in other elements

possessing quadrilateral faces, it is possible to have deformation in even a straight

sided or planar element due to φI being a quadratic mapping. This new quality

metric is therefore invariant to element type, allowing the fair assessment of the

quality of hybrid meshes.
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3.5.1 Simple two-dimensional demonstration case
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(a) Original mesh.

(b) Hyperelastic optimisation (c) Distortion optimisation.

Figure 3.9. The optimisation of an initially-invalid two-dimensional example mesh.

An initial mesh of nine triangles, two of which are invalid, are untangled to

produce the valid meshes shown in figures 3.9b and 3.9c, to show the capability of the

framework to correct invalid elements. This shows how domain interior deformation

to improves the quality of a curvilinear mesh and the ability to correct invalid

elements. In this case, the mesh is initially invalid with Q = −0.24. This invalidity

has been corrected through the regularisation adopted in section 3.2.2, and the

mesh further improved based on the hyperelastic and distortion functionals. Each

of the figures the quality distribution Qe of each element is shown. The results

demonstrate that elasticity functionals produce a higher quality final mesh. More

complex examples are presented in the following sections.

3.5.2 Dealing with very high polynomial orders

Figure 3.10 shows the optimisation of a two-dimensional quadrilateral mesh of 10th

order, to demonstrate that the framework is capable of optimising and correcting

very high-order meshes. In terms of mesh quality, much the same result as in figure

3.9 is observed. In this case, we use an integration of the functional using a 20th order

quadrature rule. For the sake of accuracy, in the majority of cases it is necessary

to integrate at least 6 orders higher than the mesh order. For quadrilateral and

hexahedral elements the generation of the suitable quadrature rules at very high-

orders, as outlined the previous section, is sufficiently easy and cheap it can be
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(a) Initial configura-

tion

(b) Optimisation

using hyperelastic

(c) Optimisation

using distortion
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Figure 3.10. Optimisation of tenth-order quadrilateral mesh showing the initial con-

figuration and optimisation using the hyperelastic and distortion func-

tionals.

done at runtime for arbitrary orders. However this is not the case for elements with

triangular faces, as such quadrature rules have to be stored. The only reason why

these results do not go higher than fourth-order for triangular and tetrahedral meshes

is simply the lack of suitable integration rules above 10th order. The quadrilateral

mesh example shows that the method works for very high-order meshes.

3.5.3 Sphere within a cube

As an example of a three-dimensional geometry, figure 3.11 shows slices through a

4th order tetrahedral mesh of a simple cube geometry, in which a spherical cavity is

removed from the centre of the cube. The inital mesh begins valid, and the objective

of the variational framework is the improvement of mesh quality. Again, visually,

the meshes optimised by different functionals look very similar and differences can

only be drawn when comparing the quality of the elements.

For a more quantitative analysis, figure 3.12 shows the mesh quality as a function

of the global optimisation iteration count. On the left the residual, measured as

the L∞ norm of the movement of a node from one iteration to the next is shown.

Here the L∞ norm takes its usual meaning as the maximum value in the set. The

Winslow and distortion functionals converge much faster than the elasticity methods.

The linear elasticity appears to not converge as smoothly as the other functionals,

which is believed to be due to the order of integration being used. Note that the

definition of the linear elasticity functional, shown in equation (3.11) involves the

term E : E = ‖∇φ>∇φ − I‖2
f . This results in the integration of a polynomial of

order 4P , whereas other functionals only involve the calculation of ‖∇φ‖2
f , giving
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(a) Original configuration

(b) Optimisation using the hy-

perelastic analogy

(c) Optimisation using the distor-

tion metric

Figure 3.11. Optimisation of fourth-order sphere mesh from the initial configuration

using the hyperelastic and distortion functionals.
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Figure 3.12. Shows the displacement residual and quality, Q, of the cube sphere

mesh for each functional.

a polynomial of order 2P . For each of the other functionals, the over-integration

is defined in section 3.4, this appears to be completely sufficient; however the use

of E : E means that the linear elasticity requires a higher integration rule. Indeed

when operating on smaller 2D meshes it has been found that the linear elastic
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functional recovers a smooth convergence profile. This means that in most cases,

especially in 3D, the increased cost of using a sufficiently accurate integration for

the linear elastic makes it more computationally expensive compared to the other

functionals.

The right plot in figure 3.12 showing the mesh quality, Q, as a function of

iteration, highlights that very few iterations of the global optimisation are required

in order to significantly improve the quality of the mesh. The residual properties

are therefore not necessarily that important in the context of mesh optimisation,

because the quality does not improve much beyond the first few iterations. It also

establishes the rating of the functionals in terms of the quality of mesh produced:

elasticity functionals appear to generate higher quality meshes than the distortion

and Winslow functionals.

3.5.4 Parallel efficiency
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Figure 3.13. Parallel scalability of a sphere test case consisting of 32,928 tetrahedra

with 324,364 free nodes at P = 4.

To assess the effectiveness of the simple node colouring parallelisation strat-

egy outlined in algorithm 3.2, the results of a strong scaling simulation are shown,

wherein the mesh remains unchanged between simulations whilst increasing the num-

ber of threads from 1 to 24 that run in the parallel execution phase of the algorithm.

A simple test mesh of a sphere inside a cube has been constructed, the geometry of

which can be seen in figure 3.11. However a far denser mesh is used in this exam-

ple, constructing an initial mesh containing 33,000 tetrahedra at polynomial order

P = 4. This yields an optimisation problem with approximately 1 million degrees

of freedom. Setup costs and node colouring are disregarded, since this portion of

the algorithm is not parallelised, and the time taken to perform 10 iterations of the
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global optimisation procedure is examined. Utilising the hyperelastic functional,

this results in a mesh quality increase from Q = 0.2 to Q = 0.65.

Figure 3.13 shows the timings for a sphere test case with 33,000 tetrahedron.

The ideal scaling is visualised as a black line. A scaling of 70% efficiency between 1

and 24 cores is observed (runtimes 326.5s and 20.0s respectively), which is excellent

given the size of the problem and the simple node colouring strategy used. It is

likely that this can be improved further using a more optimal colouring strategy.

The reduction in compute time has allowed us to improve meshes of sizes several

orders of magnitude larger than we (and other examples in the literature) have been

able to produce

3.5.5 DLR F6 [8]
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Figure 3.14. Untangling and optimisation of the DLR F6 geometry. The left figures

show the mesh before and after optimisation. On the right the distri-

bution of the quality metric Qe is shown before and after optimisation

with the hyperelastic functional.

A more complex geometry is shown in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the framework on test cases of interest to the aeronautics industry, by examining a

mesh of a DLR F6 geometry. The initial coarse mesh, which comprises of approxi-

mately 100000 tetrahedra, can be seen in the top left position of figure 3.14, where

elements that are of quality Qe < 0.5 are shown. This case also has a number of
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invalid elements, which can be seen in the top right figure. This inset shows the dis-

tribution of Qe, in which a number of invalid elements can be seen having quality less

than 0. This case again uses the hyperelastic functional to both untangle and opti-

mise the mesh, which results in a significant overall improvement in element quality.

The resulting distribution is seen in the bottom right figure, where a noticeable shift

towards Qe = 1 can be observed. A few very poor quality tetrahedra remain, which

can be seen in the bottom left of the figure. These are solely due to the initial linear

mesh, which in this region contains a number of flat elements, which in turn limits

the capability of the framework. This highlights need for further improvement in

linear mesh generation for high-order generation. An interesting additional point to

note is that the hyperelastic functional was the only one able to untangle the mesh

from the initial invalid configuration. We posit that further investigation into the

integration order is required to further understand this phenomenon. In theory each

of the functionals have the necessary properties to achieve a valid mesh, therefore

the failure of the other three is most likely due to the accuracy of the numerical

method. It is also possible that the regularisation approach is not suitable for all

the of the functionals and a bespoke regularisation method is required for each.

3.5.6 CAD sliding
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Figure 3.15. Cross section of a semi-sphere case highlighting the sliding of CAD

curves along the surface. The left-hand image shows the initial mesh

and the right-hand figure shows the optimised mesh. Note that the

colour of the surface triangles is not related to mesh quality.

Figure 3.15 highlights the effects of the CAD sliding outlined in section 3.5.6.

In this example, a flat surface has a semi-sphere placed a onto it. This generates

an initial curved mesh, visualised on the left hand side, which possesses 8 invalid

elements. Taking a closer look at the initial mesh, it is very clear that the surface
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mesh induces an invalidity where the sphere meets the flat plane. The ability to

slide the element edges along the flat plane and additionally the surface of the sphere

is therefore required in order to have any chance of generating a valid mesh. The

optimised mesh on the right-hand side shows how the deformation is incorporated

into the surface edges, deforming them appropriately in order to produce a valid

and very high-quality mesh, as can be see from the quality metric.

3.5.7 Boeing reduced landing gear [82]
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(a) Mesh pre-optimisation.

(b) Mesh post-optimisation (c) Mesh after isoparametric splitting.

Figure 3.16. Hybrid prismatic-tetrahedral mesh of the Boeing reduced landing gear

configuration before (a) and after (b) optimisation, and after the

isoparametric splitting is applied (c). Note that the colour of the sur-

face triangles is not related to mesh quality.

In the final example, results for optimisation of another well-known complex

geometric example are shown: the Boeing reduced landing gear. In this case, a
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hybrid mesh containing a prismatic boundary layer, filled with tetrahedra in the

interior, has been created. The purpose of the prism layers is to capture the wall-

normal flow physics, where very large gradients of the flow velocities occur close

to the surface. Since this region contains very high shear, the prismatic elements

should substantially decrease in thickness near the wall so that they become highly

stretched relative to the tangential surface direction. This poses a substantial chal-

lenge for curved boundary layer generation. If curvature is applied to a standard

linear boundary layer mesh, it is all but guaranteed for all but the most simple

geometries that there will be a large number of invalid elements. Given that there is

very little space available to accommodate the curvature of the boundary, correct-

ing these boundary layer elements becomes very difficult. Further, the number of

elements to optimise also increases substantially, thus increasing the computational

cost of the method.

As has been noted in previous work it is far more practical and robust for high-

order meshing to generate a single ‘macro’ isotropic prism at the geometric boundary,

in which the curvature of the surface can be readily applied, and then use a method

of isoparametric splitting to produce the anisotropic elements [59]. Adopting this

approach here, the linear hybrid mesh combining tetrahedral elements and triangu-

lar prismatic ‘macro’ elements is first generated, introduce the boundary curvature

and then apply the variational optimisation to optimise the quality of the mesh.

The mesh is then finished by applying isoparametric splitting to obtain the desired

boundary-layer thickness.

Figure 3.16 shows the ‘macro’ mesh before and after optimisation, for which

the hyperelastic functional has been used since this has been shown to produce

the highest quality meshes. The final mesh created after the macro layer has been

split is also shown. For the purposes of clarity, the tetrahedra have been removed.

Overall the figure shows that whilst the initial configuration before optimisation is of

a reasonable quality, there are a number of lower-quality elements on the shoulders

of the tyres. The quality in this area, as well as throughout the mesh generally,

is then improved in optimisation across all of the elements shown. The figure also

show the quality of the prismatic layers after splitting, where in general it can be

seen that this approach produces a high quality mesh.

To quantify the increase in element quality, a number of element quality his-

tograms for this case in figure 3.17 are shown. Firstly, the overall distribution from

the initial configuration seen in figure 3.17a improves substantially under optimi-

sation, as shown in figure 3.17b, where a clear shift to the right of the graph is

observed, i.e towards a improved mesh quality. However, it should be noted that
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(b) After optimisation with ν = 0.45
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(c) Optimisation with ν = 0.4
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(d) Optimisation wtih distortion metric

Figure 3.17. Element quality histograms of the Boeing reduced landing gear config-

uration for initial configuration and various optimisation settings.

this optimisation was conducted with a material constant of ν = 0.45, which means

that the elastic solid which is being relaxed is very stiff. Figure 3.17c shows that

reducing ν to 0.4 leads to a mesh that, whilst being improved over the initial config-

uration, is overall of a lower quality compared to ν = 0.45. This observation aligns

well with the results reported in reference [68], where meshes generated using values

of ν close to the incompressibility limit lead to higher quality elements. Curiously,

both the distortion and Winslow functionals lead to a decreased quality of the mesh,

as shown in figure 3.17d for the distortion functional.

It should also be noted that the use of the isoparametric splitting of the macro

layer was a necessity when generating high-order anisotropic boundary layers. Gen-

erally it was found that, when using the variational framework on anisotropic ele-

ments, the optimisation algorithm would very regularly fail to find a new minimum.

It is logical that because of the shape of the prismatic element, the sensitivity of the

functional to nodal location is very strong, meaning that very large gradients are

seen in the optimisation. As shown in section 3.4, when the gradient is large, high

degree quadrature is required and the Q = P+6 rule is not sufficient. While an adap-

tive or very high-order integration would allow for the optimisation of anisotropic
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elements, it is simply not required when using the isoparametric splitting, mean-

ing that this approach is more computationally viable. While other examples of a

posteriori high-order mesh generation have shown the ability to correct anisotropic

elements, they regularly report the need for greatly increased iteration count in the

solution of either their PDEs or optimisation processes. It is proposed that this is a

similar phenomena to what is experience with failed optimisation.
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4

NekMesh

The purpose of this chapter is to present the efforts to address the challenge of au-

tomatic high-order mesh generation through the design of NekMesh: an open-source

high-order mesh generation, manipulation and conversion program within the Nek-

tar++ framework. This chapter describes the overarching design philosophy behind

NekMesh as well as detailing the implementation of individual methods within the

code. The theory behind each method has been detailed in the preceding chapters.

It will discuss how these methods produce a tool with as much automation and

robustness as possible, that will make it accessible to non-expert users.

By automatic, it is meant that the meshing process should be able to go from a

CAD definition of the domain to the final valid high-order mesh, without requiring

anything but the most basic of interactions with the user. This means that the

program, as well as having the ability to generate high-order meshes, needs the

ability to handle CAD, generate coarse linear meshes and perform invalid element

correction as part of one process. By robust, it is meant the system should work for

as wide a range of geometries as possible and be able to produce valid high-order

meshes with a good rate of success.

NekMesh fills a gap in the software for the generation of high-order meshes on

complex geometries, due to its CAD interface and its ability to generate meshes, in

theory, up to P = 10, but has been shown to reliably generate up to P = 5/6. The

program has matured into a well formed framework for the development and testing

of algorithms for all aspects of the high-order meshing pipeline. All the results

presented in this thesis were created with NekMesh. It is hoped that the general

meshing framework will firstly be used by the high-order community to produce

meshes but also that it will serve as a place for the community to contribute to the

framework with their ideas that will see NekMesh grow in the future.
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4.1 Integration with Nektar++

NekMesh sits within the Nektar++ high-order CFD framework alongside Field-

Convert as a pre- and post-processing utility pair. NekMesh utilises a number of

the core Nektar++ libraries to obtain basic functionality such as file parsing, but

also uses the libraries which allow for the definition and interrogation of high-order

elements. This means the system inherits a number of the generality qualities of

Nektar++ such as the wide range of high-order points types that can be used.

An additional library, NekMeshUtils, has been created to support NekMesh.

This library is where all the meshing routines and data structures are implemented.

By placing these functionalities into a library it will be possible, in future, to inte-

grate the meshing functionalities with the solvers.

Figure 4.1 shows the layout of the Nektar++ libraries and programs and how

they all, currently, link together.

FieldConvert NekMeshSolvers

FieldUtils NekMeshUtils

SolverUtils

Collections

MultiRegions

LocalRegions

StdRegions

LibUtilites

TetGen

Triangle

OpenCascade

NekMesh

Figure 4.1. Diagram of the hierarchical library structure in Nektar++. Included

are the core libraries shown in red, utility libraries shown in green and

meshing relevant external libraries in yellow.

4.2 Modular design

To achieve the goals of NekMesh one of the key aspects was to make it as devel-

oper friendly as possible. This is achieved through a modular framework. Future

developers can add, upgrade and offer alternative modules with relative ease.
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NekMesh started out as a small mesh format conversion program. Its purpose

was the conversion of meshes from other formats to the Nektar++ format. However

the ability to read and write other formats quickly required the implementation of a

modular system where each read or write functionality could be compartmentalised

and developed as a separate module. Each module possesses a pointer to a shared

common core mesh data structure. At runtime the program will create a list of

modules to be run in a particular order and then will execute each of them in turn,

where each module will act on the common mesh structure. This modularity is

achieved by using a polymorphic class structure which has the abstract base class of

an empty module. This class has a virtual function Process which runs the unique

routines within each module. Developers creating a new module will inherit from

this class and implement their own version of Process. In the module class there

is another core variable: a list of configuration options. The configuration system

is used by NekMesh to parse numerical and boolean options from the user to the

module.

The modules within NekMesh are split into three further types

• InputModule, which will read a mesh file and convert it into the NekMesh

common mesh data structures.

• OutputModule, which will write the mesh in a given format.

• ProcessModule, which will modify or analyse the mesh in some way.

The program begins by compiling a list of the modules to be run. It starts and ends

with an InputModule and OutputModule respectively and loads any number

of ProcessModules in-between, provided their use and ordering do not conflict.

A factory method is used to create and manage all the possible types of modules.

The module factory is held as a singleton which is created at the moment the

execution of NekMesh begins. Simultaneously each of the modules registers with

the factory that they exist. This means that modules can be removed or added

simply by compiling the relevant C++ file, or not. This is particularly useful when

a module requires additional libraries such as VTK, because if the library is not

available on the machine, that module can be switched off without impacting the

NekMesh module system.

To facilitate the generation of meshes, each individual meshing stage, e.g surface

meshing, is contained within a single ProcessModule. Any number of these

modules can be strung together to create a mesh provided they are compatible. For

simplicity, a new InputModule has been created which does not read an existing
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mesh but compiles a list of ProcessModules which generate a mesh. This module

compiles the meshing instructions from a .mcf file. This file is a meshing instruction

set containing user parameters and a direction to the CAD file of interest, among

other parameters. It uses the XML format, as most of Nektar++, which means

the file is human readable and easily edited. Once the system has a mesh, it can

then carry on in the same fashion as it did before, either using a number of process

modules or use any output module.

The following sections describe each of the mesh generation modules and how

they are built and work together to produce meshes. The specific algorithms used

in the modules have been detailed in Chapters 2 and 3. There are large number of

other modules that are documented in the Nektar++ user guide [61].

4.3 CAD engine

The most crucial part of any mesh generator, linear or otherwise, is an efficient

and robust interaction with the geometrical definition of the problem. This usually

comes in the form of some CAD description obtained from any number of sources.

In most linear meshing systems, the mesh generation process will begin by linearis-

ing the geometry, that is to produce a tessellation of the surfaces onto which the

meshing processes are applied. Logically this compromises the CAD accuracy of the

mesh, but has great gains in both CAD interaction speed and robustness, meaning

that poorly made CAD can, more often than not, be meshed regardless of quality.

This form of CAD interaction is clearly ill-suited to high-order mesh generation as

all the curvilinear information of the geometry would be lost before the processes

even begin. This information is required to ensure geometric accuracy and subse-

quently accuracy in the simulation. Therefore the requirements for curvilinear mesh

generation on the CAD engine are even greater than those in linear meshing.

To interact with CAD geometries and functions including loading, modifying and

querying, NekMesh and Nektar++ in general, have been interfaced with OpenCas-

cade [63]. OpenCascade is a large open-source library encapsulating a vast range of

CAD querying operations as well as manipulation and creation routines. Due to the

large size of OpenCascade, NekMesh uses a small and efficient wrapper layer between

itself and OpenCascade. This reduces the thousands of available OpenCascade rou-

tines down to a few that are needed for mesh generation. Adopting this approach

means that the Nektar++ CAD engine shields developers from the complexity of

OpenCascade. Consequently, the CAD handling within the program becomes more

effective, robust and efficient.
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The choice of using OpenCascade as the CAD back-end was simply due to the

fact that is it, first and foremost, an open-source project and therefore freely avail-

able. The installation and integration of OpenCascade into any program is far from

simple. The project is prone to distributing bugs and a somewhat haphazard ap-

proach to version control by the developers means guaranteeing a stable installation

of NekMesh for all users has become an extraordinary challenge. Using OpenCascade

Community Edition alleviates a number of these problems as it contains a number

of bug fixes and maintains a more stable release, although it is usually a few ver-

sions behind the main code. NekMesh has been configured to use either. Indeed if

neither is available on a machine, during the compilation of Nektar++, the system

will automatically build a stable version of OpenCascade Community Edition for

NekMesh.

The CAD wrapper was later redesigned to be controlled by its own factory

pattern. This meant that by implementing the required CAD functions to any

alternate CAD back-end is simple, effective and easy to maintain alongside any

existing CAD back-ends. Indeed one alternative CAD engine has been implemented

as part of the collaboration with ITI and CADfix. The details of this project are

given in Chapter 5. CADfix and its corresponding API, CFI, were interfaced with

NekMesh in much the same way as OpenCascade. The advantage of using this

proprietary CAD engine over OpenCascade is that it can be faster, more robust and

in some cases easier to work with. It also allows for the direct use of the CADfix

proprietary CAD file format as an alternative to STEP/IGES. Implementing both

CAD back-ends using a factory system also meant that no code in the higher level

meshing algorithms needed to be changed as they are not dependent on where the

CAD information comes from. It is therefore possible to introduce any number of

CAD back-ends to NekMesh without impacting the system as a whole. It could even

be possible to write a custom CAD engine for NekMesh in the future.

Figure 4.2 shows a unified modelling language (ULM) diagram detailing the

classes that are used as well as their inheritance trees within the NekMesh CAD

environment. It shows the core functionality and data structures stored as well

as how the system links to the two back-end packages and which core classes the

system uses from within those packages. In the lower portion of the diagram the

CADSystem class is shown. This is the point at which all meshing routines and

Nektar++ interact with CAD, either directly or asking for a CAD entity. This

class is stored in the common core mesh data structure that is passed between

all NekMesh modules. To initiate the CADSystem, a ProcessModule which

invokes an instance of the CAD factory is loaded. This module can load either
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OpenCascade

CFI

CADVertCFI

CADVertOCE

CADCurveCFI

CADCurveOCE

CADSurfCFI

CADSurfOCE

CADVert

GetLocation()

CADCurve

GetLocationAtT(t)
GetDerivativesAtT(t)
ProjectPoint()

CADSurf

GetLocationAtUV(u, v)
GetDerivativesAtUV(u, v)
ProjectPoint()

CADObj

CADSystemCFI

CADSystemOCE

CADSystem

vector<CADVert> verts
vector<CADCurve> curves
vector<CADSurf> surfs

Load()

gpPnt

BRepAdaptorCurve

BRepAdaptorSurface

cfi::Point

cfi::Line

cfi::Face

Figure 4.2. ULM diagram of the class structure used within the NekMesh and Nek-

tar++ CAD environment. For simplicity many functions and variables

are removed, but the core routines are listed.

OpenCascade or CFI as the back-end depending on availability or the file type.
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4.4 Mesh sizing specification and linear mesh gen-

eration

This section describes the implementation into NekMesh of the mesh sizing control

and linear mesh generation methods detailed in chapter 2.

NekMesh uses, at the core of its sizing specification system, the octree and cur-

vature based refinement system. As all of the routines in NekMesh, this is built into

its own module, where the few parameters that it requires are setup by the mesh

configuration module used to start mesh generation. This system has proved to be

invaluable in reducing the amount of effort required by beginner users to produce

high-order meshes. The only information that is required by this module is the CAD

definition and three user parameters. Once the octree system has been built, the

resulting information is placed into the common core structure, much like the CAD

object. This means that any subsequent module can then query the mesh sizing at

any point in the domain with ease. To improve usability, the octree mesh specifica-

tion system has been enhanced with line sources that can be specified by the user

and will work with the octree curvature based information to ensure a smooth mesh

specification. This will allow the user to add mesh density in regions which would

not otherwise be refined by a surface curvature driven system.

The generation of the linear mesh then proceeds with two modules which create

the linear mesh itself. One which focuses on surface mesh generation and the other

on volume. The surface mesh algorithms used have been described in chapter 2. To

enact these algorithms, two classes have been created. The first takes a given CAD

curve, generates a discretisation and then places the result in the common mesh

structure. The second does likewise with the surfaces. To generate the surfaces

the external library Triangle is used. To facilitate the use of this library, a small

wrapper class has been created which can interpret the NekMesh data structures into

Triangle data structures and vice versa. A similar method is used to wrap TetGen

for volume generation along side a class which will carry out the linear boundary

prism generation algorithms.

4.5 Boundary layer meshing

The generation of anisotropic boundary layers to achieve a mesh resolution compat-

ible with high-Reynolds number flow has gone somewhat unnoticed in the recent

research associated with creating robust high-order mesh generators, but is vital for

the analysis of viscous flows. The sharp gradients in flow that are present in viscous
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simulations require highly stretched elements with aspect ratios of 100:1 and above.

This therefore poses a significant challenge for high-order mesh generation, since im-

posing surface curvature on thin elements will almost certainly yield self-intersecting

elements in regions of high curvature.

To generate high-order boundary layers, NekMesh generates prismatic elements

on the geometric boundary and tetrahedra in the rest of the mesh. The system

uses a process whereby it inserts a linear ‘macro’ prismatic layer into the mesh of

the desired thickness. Once the high-order surface has been generated, which will

curve one of the triangular faces of the prism, the macro-prism is then split using an

isoparametric approach [59]. This allows for the creation of very thin boundary layer

elements without self intersection, since the height of the macro-layer can readily

accommodate the curvature of the surface. Figure 4.3 shows a boundary layer region

of macro-prisms split using the isoparametric approach to produce highly curved

valid boundary-layer elements with very high aspect ratios.

Figure 4.3. Shows the splitting of a macro prism layer into 8 layers resulting in curved

elements with high aspect ratios.

The idea is to take advantage of the presence of a bijective mapping between a

reference element and the physical space to introduce subdivisions, according to a

user-defined criterion, of the reference element along the height to generate layers

along the normal in the physical space. This allows for the creation of very thin

boundary layer elements without self intersection if the mapping satisfies certain

restrictions which are discussed in detail in reference [59].

4.6 Element correction

Not considering the volume interior curving of the mesh will invariably lead to the

generation of self-intersecting elements that are not suitable for computation. A
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correction method is therefore required in order to propagate the curvature into the

interior of the domain, so as to correct invalid elements and generate a valid mesh.

With the curvature targeting resolution from the automated mesh specification,

high-order aware surface refinement and the use of prismatic boundary layers which

accommodate more curvature than tetrahedra, the number of invalid elements gen-

erated is usually quite small. Complex cases, providing the user parameters are

sensible, tend to produce only a few invalid elements and with prismatic layers in a

number of cases we find they can be prevented altogether. This could be alleviated

further, or perhaps even eliminated, with high-order aware tetrahedral generation,

but this is a point for future work.

However, where invalid elements arise at the CAD surfaces, NekMesh with the

inclusion of the wider Nektar++ framework can incorporate the use of a linear elastic

solver into the meshing pipeline. Here the mesh the mesh is modelled as a solid body

and the displacement at the CAD surface can be imposed to push curvature into

the domain, as described in reference [58]. Since this operation involves the solution

of an elliptic PDE, this process can be very expensive even on small meshes. The

variational meshing module, associated with the algorithms described in chapter

3, is much more efficient alternative equipped to deal with this problem and can

replicate the results of using the linear-elastic solver.

4.7 NekMesh work flow

Using all the modules and algorithms detailed previously. NekMesh can produce

a number of different types of meshes. The flow diagram in figure 4.4 details the

logic that is using to load and activate certain modules to produce meshes. The

meshing process begins with parsing the .mcf file, loading the appropriate CAD and

building the octree mesh specification. It is at this point options become available. In

particular, if the domain is 2D or 3D and will it require boundary layers. The possible

routes re-join with the generation of the high-order surface before performing any

interior deformation and boundary layer splitting.
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Begin

Parse .mcf file

Run CAD load module

Run Octree module

Is 2D?

Run surface mesh module Needs BL?

Generate quad BL

Run surface mesh module

Needs BL?

Generate prism BL

Run volume mesh module

Run high-order surface module

Run variational module

Run BL split module

Output

yes
no

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 4.4. Flow diagram showing the order in which meshing related modules are

run in the NekMesh system. It also shows the logic used to generate

meshes in 2D and with and without boundary layers (BL).

4.8 Example of application: NACA wing

This section describes an example of a three-dimensional geometry for which high-

order meshes have been created using the NekMesh system. Of particular interest

to the high-order community is the test case of a high angle of attack symmetric

NACA wing with a rounded wingtip [50]. In this high Reynolds number case (Re =
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4.6×106), as shown in numerous numerical examples, it is challenging to accurately

predict the position of the wingtip vortex when compared to experimental data.

This is due to the strong vortical structures and complex boundary layer physics. To

demonstrate the validity of the mesh produced by NekMesh, an incompressible flow

simulation at Re = 105 was performed using Nektar++. Figure 4.7 shows that this

vortex lies in the expected position, with the flow separating along approximately

the correct location along the wing chord. It has been observed that in previous

computational simulations, meshes without suitable resolution of boundary layers

were not able to properly capture these features.

Due to the convex nature of the geometry, the addition of a prismatic layer

adjacent to the geometry meant that the high-order mesh was valid without needing

to resort to variational module to correct any elements. Each mesh of this geometry

was created from the CAD definition using four user parameters only: δmin, δmax, ε

and P , where P is the desired order of the mesh. Meaning that the meshes NekMesh

were significantly easier to produce than by other means.

Figure 4.5. High-order mesh of the NACA wing.

Figure 4.5 shows a image of the surface of the NACA wing geometry. This mesh

has a anisotropic boundary layer, as shown in figure 4.6. Regions of high curva-

ture such as the leading edge of the wing and the curved wing tip, have increased

resolutions compared to other parts of the mesh, as would be expected with the

automated specification system. On the suction surface the resolution of the mesh

has been manually increased to capture a separation region in the flow solution.

Despite this modification, the octree system has ensured that the mesh remained

smooth, without large changes in element volume.
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(a) Trailing edge of the mesh near the curved

wing tip.

(b) High-order curved boundary in the symme-

try plane.

Figure 4.6. Enlargements of regions of the NACA wing mesh.

Figure 4.7. Particle trajectories following the tip vortex in the flow simulation at

Re = 105 computed on a NACA wing mesh with P = 4.
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5

CADfix interface

This chapter proposes a process for the integration of CADfix and NekMesh. The

advantage of this work is twofold, firstly the use of an alternate underlying CAD

engine has significant impact on robustness over OpenCascade. Second it allows the

use of the proprietary, semi-structured linear mesh generation methods available

in the CADfix mesh generation suite and shows that difficulties in producing high-

order curvilinear meshes can be significantly eased through the combination of this

technology with NekMesh.

One of the significant limitations of the current development of NekMesh is the

linear mesh generation capabilities. Of particular interest is the near-boundary

element quality and generation of the linear boundary layer meshes. The work in

this chapter proposes using an alternative linear mesh generator with a high degree

of integration with NekMesh. The generation of the linear mesh is accomplished

by the commercial software CADfix [42], which provides powerful CAD healing and

modification tools, an application programming interface (API), CFI, for handling

CAD geometrical operations and queries. One of its key features is a linear mesh

generator based on the medial object approach to decompose the domain into so

called partitions which, in turn can be discretised into structured or unstructured

meshes. In particular, by properly designing the medial object partitioning it is

possible to obtain high-quality boundary-layer type meshes near the wall surfaces.

This chapter aims to show that by the combination of this technology with the high-

order methods available in NekMesh that quality high-order meshes can be obtained

with ease.
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5.1 CAD interface for geometrical queries

Robust CAD interaction is required for both linear and high-order meshing. The

default wrapper of NekMesh is built upon OpenCascade. The use of a wrapper

allows the vast complexity and size of OpenCascade to be hidden from users and

developers. It also allows alternatives to be easily integrated into NekMesh. An

implementation of this wrapper based on CFI, the CAD interface of CADfix [42]

has been created.

The use of CADfix, and its interface CFI, is motivated by the more stringent

requirements on CAD quality for high-order meshing over linear meshing. CAD

representations that may work very well within linear mesh generators, may not work

for their high-order counterpart. For example, distortion levels in the surfaces, which

might be perfectly acceptable for generating linear meshes, could induce poor quality

or invalid elements in high-order meshes. Therefore access to high quality CAD and

CAD repair tools for poor quality CAD, along with a robust CAD interface, is vital

to the creation of robust quality high-order meshing tools.

With the integration of CFI into NekMesh, combined with NekMesh’s modular

nature, there are three possible meshing pipelines which are depicted in the flowchart

of figure 5.1. The blue line represents the normal meshing pipeline. OpenCascade

is used as the CAD back end, the meshing algorithms are used to construct the

linear mesh followed by the high-order routines to produce the high-order mesh.

The green line shows this pipeline but with CFI used as the CAD back end. This

is advantageous over OpenCascade because of the ability to read directly from a

CADfix file or an open CADfix session. The red line shows the pipeline when CFI

is used as with the green line but there is a existing linear mesh available in the

CADfix session. In this case the NekMesh linear meshing is bypassed and the mesh

read directly from CFI. This red route is the method discussed in the rest of this

chapter.
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High-Order Mesh

NekMesh: high-order routines

NekMesh: linear meshing CADfix: linear meshing

NekMesh: CAD engine

OpenCascade CFI

Figure 5.1. Diagram depicting the meshing pipelines within NekMesh when using

CFI. There are three possible pipelines with NekMesh using: OpenCas-

cade (blue line); CFI (green line); and CFI with a mesh from CADfix

(red line).

5.2 Linear mesh generation via the 3D medial ob-

ject

The first step in the mesh generation process is to generate a linear mesh using

CADfix. Although CADfix is a commercial tool, and its off-the-shelf capabilities

are used for importing, preparing and interrogating geometry, the 3D medial ob-

ject based partitioning and linear mesh generation utilises results from recent re-

search projects [10]. In this work, the partitioning and coarse linear meshing have

been adapted specifically to generate prismatic meshes suitable for promotion to

high-order. The medial object and partitioning capabilities of CADfix are not yet

commercially available, and development work on these capabilities is ongoing.

The pipeline for generating the linear mesh within CADfix consists of several

automatic, semi-automatic and manual tools. First, the geometry must be prepared,

to define a valid domain, and repair any CAD defects. Next, automatic partitioning

of the domain is performed using the 3D medial object, to decompose the domain.

Finally, a coarse linear mesh is generated in each partition. Each step of this process

has been adjusted to specifically generate linear meshes suitable for a posteriori high-

order mesh generation, and these steps are described in more detail in the following

sections.

5.2.1 Geometry preparation

Commonly, the starting point for a CFD analysis is a CAD model which was not

designed specifically for CFD. A CFD-ready CAD geometry definition is required:

a definition of a fluid domain as a watertight CAD solid. However the starting ge-
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ometry is often non-watertight, may have defects in the CAD geometry, and usually

lacks a definition for the outer domain boundaries. CADfix can import CAD geome-

try from a wide range of design systems, and provides automatic, diagnostic-driven,

and manual tools for repairing models with poor quality CAD geometry, construct-

ing bounding volumes, and establishing a well-connected, watertight model. The

medial object algorithm also has requirements on the quality of the input geometry.

Large edge-face and vertex-face gaps, and faces with very sharp corners, need to be

corrected before meshing can proceed. As the partitioning and linear mesh gener-

ation process respects the CAD topology, it is also advisable to remove excessively

short edges, and narrow sliver faces. These requirements are not dissimilar to those

imposed by standard surface and volume meshing algorithms, and can typically be

detected and fixed automatically.

5.2.2 3D medial object

The medial axis was introduced by Blum [4] as a method for analysing shapes. For

a fluid domain, it can be defined as the set of all points in the domain which have

more than one closest point on the boundary of the domain. If these points are

taken together with their distance to the domain boundary (the medial radius),

they form a complete description of the flow domain. The medial axis is computed

as a non-manifold CAD object, with relationships stored between the components

of the medial object, and the defining components of the domain boundary. Figure

5.2 shows an example 3D medial object of a fluid domain. Robustly computing

the 3D medial object has been a long-standing challenge for the CAE community,

as it has significant applications in structured meshing, mid-surfacing, and feature

recognition, as well as automatic partitioning. The algorithm is based on a domain

Delaunay triangulation [75], and recent developments [9] allow it to work robustly

on a wide range of production CAD models, or the air volume around such models.

5.2.3 Partitioning using the 3D medial object

The partitions are calculated by first computing the 3D medial object, and use this

to robustly generate an offset surface, or shell, from the boundaries of the fluid

domain. The medial object is used to find lines where simply offsetting the CAD

faces would cause the shell to self-intersect, known as medial halos (figure 5.2).

The shell (figure 5.3) divides the fluid domain into two partitions: one near-field

partition close to the boundary, and one far-field partition. The near-field partition

is subsequently divided into multiple smaller partitions, by dividing along feature
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Figure 5.2. Example of a 3D medial object for a fluid domain. The medial halos are

the lines highlighted in red.

lines from the CAD model.

Figure 5.3. A ”shell” around the aircraft geometry that divides the domain into two

partitions: near-field (close to body) and far-field (away from body). The

near-field partition will be used to generate a prismatic boundary-layer

mesh and a tetrahedral mesh is generated in the far-field partition.

Where the fluid domain has a sharp concave edge or corner (for example, at a

wing/fuselage junction), flows will occur with potentially large velocity gradients in

two or three directions. The ideal mesh in these areas therefore requires elements

aligned with these principal directions. There are several options available within
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the medial object methodology to achieve a suitable mesh.

The medial object and medial halos can be used to resolve concavities in wing

root junctions, allowing for better mesh alignment when using hexahedral meshing.

This leads to an H-type topology, similar to those constructed with a structured

multiblock system, which is illustrated in figure 5.4(a). However, this topology is not

ideal for the highly stretched meshes we need for high-order meshing. We can instead

move to a C-type topology without squaring off as shown in figure 5.4(b). This style

of blocking removes the need for hexahedral elements in the trailing edge, replacing

them with prismatic elements, but this topology still needs hexahedral elements in

the wing root junction block to produce a blocking that can be meshed. Therefore,

for the purposes of generating the highly stretched meshes required to simulate near-

wall flows, a different partition structure has been specifically designed to create a

O-type topology, as shown in figure 5.4(c), to allow a structured prism dominant

linear mesh, removing the need for hexahedral meshing in junction regions. This is

the topology adopted in the following to generate linear boundary-layer meshes.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.4. An illustration of the different shell structures designed to create: (a)

H-type, (b) C-type, and (c) O-type topologies. The O-type topology has

been adopted here to generate a prismatic boundary-layer linear mesh.

5.2.4 Generation of the linear mesh

The partitioning of the flow domain has been done with particular mesh styles in

mind. The O-type near field shell topology allows swept meshing to be completed

with a prismatic mesh style in all partitions, with one element generated through the

thickness in both directions. Finally, the far field is suitable for tetrahedral meshing

which will interface exactly with the triangle swept faces of the prismatic mesh.

To ensure a fully conformal mesh between partitions, the process follows a

bottom-up mesh generation process. First the lines of the partitions are meshed,

then the faces are meshed with elements conforming to the lines, and finally the

partitions themselves are volume meshed with elements conforming to the faces.

When a structured junction partition is present, the line meshes must be balanced
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to satisfy the rules imposed by a structured mesh style; this is solved as an integer

programming problem [83], and solved using an off-the-shelf solver [51]. To ensure

good quality in the final mesh, the line meshes are also aligned, by performing a

least-squares optimisation to reduce skew between line nodes.

The template faces for the swept partitions are meshed with a Delaunay trian-

gulation. Sizing for the surface meshes is calculated based on a simple turn angle of

30 degrees, to generate a coarse linear mesh. These are then swept into prismatic

elements using the CADfix sweep mesher. Once the mesh is completed, a mesh

quality test is run to ensure all of the elements produced during the linear mesh

stage are not inverted.

5.3 High-order meshing

The meshing process then proceeds as detailed in chapter 4 to produce the high-

order surface mesh. This is based on the location and then optimisation of the

high-order nodes on the surface of the CAD model. It then uses the isoparameteric

boundary layer splitting approach to produce the anisotropic elements in the near

wall regions.

The use of 3D medial object partitioning to generate this prism layer allows

the prism height to be much greater than can be achieved by most commercial

mesh generators. For the geometries and polynomial orders presented here, the

“thick” prismatic boundary-layer meshes generated via the medial object are able to

accommodate curvature without producing any invalid elements. The introduction

of curvature in the far-field region is not an issue since the far-field boundary is

chosen to be convex.

However, should any invalid elements arise through the introduction of CAD

surfaces curvature in more complex cases than those presented here, they could be

made valid and their quality improved through the use of the variational approach

for mesh enhancement and untangling proposed in chapter 3. It has made little

difference to the meshes produced by the method presented here since their quality

is high due to the very thick initial boundary layer.

5.4 Examples of Application

This section presents an illustration of the proposed mesh generation methodol-

ogy and the high-order meshes it produces using three geometries proposed for

CFD validation: a NACA wing tip, the Boeing rudimentary landing gear and the
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NASA Common Research Model. These are described in the following sections and,

for reference, all the corresponding high-order meshes have been generated using a

polynomial order P = 4.

5.4.1 NACA0012 wing tip

To illustrate the various steps of the previously described pipeline for constructing

a high-order mesh, a simple geometrical domain is used, that consists of an unswept

wing of rectangular planform composed of NACA0012 aerofoil sections and a round

tip, essentially a wing tip, enclosed in a rectangular box. This geometry is also of

aerodynamic interest as a case study of vortex roll-up proposed and experimentally

measured by Chow et al. [16] which has been used in CFD validation studies, see

for instance [50].

As a way of illustration, figure 5.5(a) depicts a medial-object interface at the

junction between the wing and the symmetry plane, and figure 5.5(b) shows the

partitions in the boundary-layer region around the wing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5. Medial object decomposition for the NACA wing tip: (a) interface of the

medial object near junction between the wing and the symmetry plane,

and (b) partitions containing the boundary-layer region.

The near-field region is discretized into 150 000 triangular prisms and the far-

field region into 40 000 tetrahedra. An indication of the mesh resolution used is

given in figure 5.6 which shows the curved edges of the high-order surface mesh.
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Figure 5.6. High-order surface triangulation of the NACA wing tip. The edges of

the mesh are curved to conform to the geometry, but the mesh nodes are

not displayed to avoid cluttering the view.

The prismatic mesh in the near-field is then split into 15 layers to generate a

boundary-layer mesh with highly stretched elements. A close-up view of this mesh

is shown in figure 5.7, where only the curved edges are drawn for clarity.

5.4.2 Boeing rudimentary landing gear

A four-wheel “rudimentary” landing gear (BRLG) truck geometry is shown. The

BRLG model has a relatively simple topology with four main components, the ver-

tical post, truck, wheels and the adapter.

The medial object designed to achieve an O-type topology around the wheels for

this configuration is shown in figure 5.8(a). This topology permits the subsequent

decomposition of the domain into blocks as depicted in figure 5.8(b).

These blocks are used to generate a boundary-layer mesh with 9,600 triangular

prismatic elements. This mesh contains a single layer of these elements. The rest of

the domain is discretised into 80,000 tetrahedra. Figure 5.9 shows an enlarged view

of the high-order surface mesh in the vicinity of the wheels. The coarse boundary-

layer mesh is subsequently split into 10 layers along the surface normal, to produce

a much finer resolution in that direction. This is illustrated in figure 5.10 which

shows a close-up of both the linear and high-order meshes near the shoulder of the

wheel.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7. NACA wing tip: close-up of the curvilinear boundary-layer mesh near

the leading edge (a), and in the symmetry plane (b). The interior points

are not shown.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8. Boeing RLG geometry: (a) medial object, and (b) block decomposition.

5.4.3 NASA Common Research Model

The Common Research Model (CRM) is a conventional configuration designed by

NASA [92] to produce a database of experimental results for CFD validation. The

wing/body only configuration has been chosen of the five available. The original

definition of the CAD geometry in STEP format can be found in the repository [17].

Unlike the previous geometries, the first step of the process was to use CADfix
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9. Boeing RLG high-order surface mesh: (a) curved edges; (b) incorporating

mesh nodes (P = 4).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10. Enlargement of boundary layer mesh near the shoulder of the Boeing

RLG wheel: (a) straight-sided mesh; (b) high-order mesh.

to thoroughly clean the CAD geometry and fix a number of inconsistencies and

severe distortions present to ensure it was useable for both the generation of the

medial object and the high-order mesh. The customary medial object interface at

the wing-fuselage junction and the block partitioning near the aircraft are depicted

in figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b), respectively. Figure 5.12 aims at providing a better

illustration of the blocks in the near-field region through a wireframe representing

the edges of the partitions in that region.

The initial coarse, single-layer, mesh of the near-field partition consisted of 20,000

triangular prisms. Figure 5.13 shows the curved edges of the CRM high-order surface

mesh. A more detailed view of the CRM high-order surface mesh, including interior

points, is given in figure 5.14 which includes close-ups near leading edge at the

wing-fuselage junction, and at the wing tip leading edge.

Finally, the coarse boundary-layer mesh is split into 10 layers. Figure 5.15 shows

enlargements of that mesh in the regions adjacent to the wing-fuselage junction, and
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11. NASA CRM medial object: (a) interface of the medial object at the

wing-fuselage junction, and (b) partitions in the near-field region.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12. A wireframe representing the edges of the partitions in the near-field

region: (a) global view of blocks around wing and fuselage, and (b)

close-up near the wing.

Figure 5.13. CRM high-order surface mesh overview. Only the curved edges of the

mesh are shown.

the wing tip.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.14. CRM high-order surface mesh enlargement near: (a) leading edge at

the wing-fuselage junction, and (b) the wing tip leading edge.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15. Close-up of the CRM boundary layer mesh in the regions adjacent to:

(a) the wing-fuselage junction, and (b) the wing tip.
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6

High-order CFD methods in

industrial applications

The goal of transferring high-order CFD methods from academic to industrial, pro-

duction impacting, applications is as yet unrealised. Using high-order CFD as a

production tool for industry has a number of hurdles to overcome, chief among

which are: robustness of the numerical methods, computational cost of the simula-

tions and reliable generation of suitable curved meshes on complex geometries. This

chapter will focus on the last point, with a focus to achieving practical results for

industrial applications.

The robustness found in commercial linear mesh generators is due to a number

of factors. Primarily the system will have a series of failsafe options which allow the

mesh generator to recover and continue in the case of a critical error. These failsafes

are developed over time by looking at a case, seeing what works and what does not

and finding a solution for the problems at hand before moving onto the next test

case. This philosophy has allowed a number of commercial mesh generators achieve

significant levels of robustness over a range of very complex cases.

This kind of methodology has, as yet, not been applied to high-order mesh gener-

ators. Each example in the literature aims to achieve complete geometric accuracy

without compromise. This chapter explores the idea of relaxing strident criteria

on the high-order mesh with the goal of producing meshes on complex geometries

which would otherwise be truly impossible. The study focuses around the idea of

obtaining high-order CFD results on complex geometries with the goal of achieving

practical outcomes. That is, for most aerodynamic external flows, studying the lift,

drag and vortex behaviour of the flow. The goal was to produce, by any means,

meshes that obtain results without compromising the outcomes.

To achieve this, when considering an a posteriori approach to high-order meshing,
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it is vital to think beyond the limitations of the linear mesh generator that has

been implemented within NekMesh. While practical and applicable to wide range

interesting applications, the linear mesh generation capabilities of NekMesh are far

from sufficient to reliably mesh the types of geometries that will be encountered in

complex industrial cases. The desire is to merge the robust meshing capabilities of

an industry standard linear mesh generator, of which there are too many to list,

with high-order meshing methods such as those available in NekMesh. However this

is no simple task. This is demonstrated by a small number of commercial mesh

generators which have attempted to add high-order capabilities to their products

with somewhat limited success, such as Pointwise [67] and Centaur [14] to name a

few.

It would, on the face of it, seem possible and even trivial, to take these already

robust tools and simply extend them to achieve high-order meshes. In theory, all the

positive properties of the linear mesher, such as the robustness and CAD capability,

would be inherited, but this is far from the case.

This chapter focuses around the production of meshes for three geometries which

represent the design progress of a high aerodynamic performance road car. During

this study the result from the previous geometry actually influenced the design of

the next. Three distinct meshing pipelines were created in the process of developing

mesh generation strategies for these geometries, each representing a evolution of the

last. By the end of the study, producing the high-order meshes for the geometries

from the linear meshes took only minutes and required little to no interaction, or

CAD modification, from the user.

6.1 Methodologies

One of the most significant factors contributing to the robustness of commercial

linear mesh generators is that prior to making the mesh the CAD surface will be

linearised. The surface is triangulated with no consideration for quality but simply

CAD accuracy. The surface triangulation is usually produced by repeatedly sub-

dividing the surface until the deviation from the true surface of the edges of the

triangles is less than some tolerance. The final mesh is then built upon this lin-

earised CAD representation. The primary advantage is that any poor quality CAD

features can be paved over, removed or altered easily within the triangulation. The

disadvantage is the reduced CAD accuracy of the resulting mesh. This can be offset

by increasing the resolution of the linearised CAD surface. However for finite volume

CFD methods, where these meshes are used the most, the loss in CAD accuracy
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does not have a significant impact on the final flow result. Most critically, when

considering high-order meshing, this means that the surface mesh vertices cannot

be located in the parameter spaces of the surfaces without using some form of re-

construction of this information, which can introduce errors and robustness issues.

This makes the idea of curving the surface elements from a generically made linear

mesh very challenging.

Two strategies have been developed which provide the relatively simple creation

of high-order meshes for extremely complex cases. The first is based on being able

to know the parametric information associated with the linear surface mesh, hence

high-order curving of the surface is a relatively easy task and shall be referred to as

analytic curving. The second is on being able to reconstruct the CAD information

or project the linear mesh onto the CAD surfaces. The approach has significant

issues with speed and robustness but offers an alternative method to curving the

surface, which will be referred to as projection curving.

6.1.1 Analytic curving

Throughout this thesis the process of curving the geometric surface of a high-order

mesh has been considered as a bottom-up process. That is to say that when curving

the surface mesh entities each surface mesh vertex is aware of the CAD object,

whether that be a curve or a surface, it belongs to as well as its associated parametric

coordinates. Armed with this information, obtaining a initial curving of the surface

is quite a simple task as is discussed in chapter 3.

The first version of the pipeline to combine robust linear meshing with high-order

tools within NekMesh was designed to preserve the simplicity of analytic curving and

the robustness of the linear volume generation. To achieve this, the surface mesh was

produced using the linear meshing tools within NekMesh and then exporting this

surface mesh to Star-CCM+ for the generation of the volume mesh. All parametric

information was preserved and therefore curving the surface was a simple task. The

commercial linear mesher was then used to build the near-wall macro prism layer

and mesh the interior of the domain with tetrahedra.

Robustness of linear boundary layer generation in this approach is obtained with-

out compromising the simplicity and robustness of the high-order surface generation.

However it was found that the use of this approach, which was applied to one of the

examples shown later, resulted in dozens of cycles of running NekMesh, Star-CCM+

meshing, and altering the CAD to obtain a mesh.

A second approach overcame a number of these shortcomings by allowing the lin-

ear mesh generator to create the surface mesh itself. This had a significant increase
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in the quality and ease in creating the meshes. In this process NekMesh generated

the linearised CAD surface, using its own CAD engine, and then exported this to

Star-CCM+. The linear surface mesh generator would then use this as its base for

generating the mesh. The data structures used allowed for robustly and cheaply

obtaining the parametric information of the surface mesh vertices. This is because

the linearised CAD triangulation is divided into sections of the CAD surfaces which

it came from. It is possible to get the linear surface mesh in Star-CCM+ to obey

the boundaries of the CAD. That is, it will not generate a triangle which has area

over two different CAD surfaces. This information permitted the identifying of

which CAD surface the surface mesh vertices came from. Obtaining the parametric

coordinates was more difficult. The parametric coordinates of the linearised CAD

triangulation are stored, therefore for a given surface mesh vertex an approximate

parametric location is known by taking the value from the nearest CAD triangu-

lation point. Using the CAD engine, the actual location can be obtained through

reverse projection, a processes which is nonlinear, usually slow and can fail but it

can be made significantly faster and more robust by having a approximate loca-

tion. The surface mesh edges which exist on CAD curves can then be inferred by

looking through the data structures and seeing which edges are connected to two

triangles which are on two different CAD surfaces. Once all parametric coordinates

are obtained, the high-order meshing process can continue as before.

This analytic curving approach was found to be significantly easier to use as it

only required the running of Star-CCM+ once and NekMesh twice, first to produce

the CAD linearisation and then to reimport the Star-CCM+ mesh and curve it.

However, it still had one critical flaw: it required the linear surface mesh to explicitly

obey the boundaries of the CAD surfaces. This is not the worst requirement, but

when moving to more complex CAD models, those with in excess of thousands

of surfaces, it proved to be a significant limitation. This was due to requiring an

impractical amount of effort in preparing and cleaning the CAD for the size of

problems being tackled. The CAD healing was required because while the user can

tell Star-CCM+ to obey the surface patches beyond a certain limit of mesh quality,

it will no longer do so. The surface triangles could not be curved in this scenario.

6.1.2 Projection curving

The final high-order meshing approach took proactive measures to ensure the mesh-

ing pipeline would be as robust and easy to use as possible. In this case, all CAD

information is reconstructed after the generation of the linear mesh. This places no

criteria, or additional steps on the linear meshing stage. As stated this approach can
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suffer from a lack of robustness and computational cost. However, here a number of

steps are taken to ensure the method is viable for even the largest CAD models.

The method begins by importing a linear mesh info NekMesh that is a reason-

ably close representation of the underlying CAD model. The CAD model is then

processed in two ways. Firstly, each surface in the model is linearised (triangu-

lated). The triangulation for each surface is then stored alongside the curvilinear

CAD model so that two CAD representations exist. Secondly the model is processed

into a tree structure. A bounding box is determined for each CAD surface. Each

box is slightly inflated in each direction by 5%. The boxes are then stored in a k−d
tree.

The surface mesh nodes are then processed to obtain their CAD parameterisation

information. For each node, the process begins by obtaining a list of potential parent

surfaces by querying the bounding box k − d tree. If a node is within a box, the

surface is added to the list. Because of the use of the tree, this process is itself

quick and serves to reduce the potential number of surface operations down from

the whole model to just a few candidates, typically 2 or 3. The node is projected

onto the surface for each of the candidate surfaces. This is done by firstly finding

the nearest vertex in the surface triangulation and then using this as a initial guess

for the non-linear problem of surface projection. The parent surface to the node is

then identified as the closest surface. A few additional considerations must be made.

Because of the linearisation of the CAD prior to linear meshing, it is quite possible

that the surface node, may not actually lie on the CAD surface. Therefore once the

node’s surface has been identified it is then moved to the surface. It is important to

remember that moving the surface node like this may induce inverted elements. This

must be tested for, if moving the surface node creates inverted elements the node is

placed into an exclusion set and left in its original location. Likewise it is possible

that the node may need to be moved a significant distance to the surface, while

this move may not induce invalid elements it may significantly lower the quality.

Therefore a node is not moved if the required displacement is greater than 10% of

the length of the edges in the local mesh and it will also be placed in the exclusion

set. In other words, the node will not move a significant distance with respect to

the size of the elements in the local region.

The generation of the curved surface then proceeds as in the analytic approach,

bar a few exceptions. Firstly any mesh entity, face or edge, which has a mesh node in

the exclusion set will not be curved and left linear. This is because either the CAD

information is not available or it would be unreliable. Secondly, curving inducing

an invalid element will be reverted and the element remains linear. Lastly, if a mesh
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entity overlaps two or more CAD surfaces, i.e. if in an edge each of the vertices have

CAD parents which are different, the system will use a projection based approach

to curve the entity. High-order nodes will be placed along the linear mesh entity

producing a high-order but straight-sided entity. To curve the mesh entity the nodes

are then projected onto the CAD surface and moved to the surface.

A small but not insignificant proportion of the surface mesh entities will be

straight-sided as opposed to curved. This will have significant impact on the geo-

metric accuracy of the mesh and in turn on the solution. However, in the results

below this will be shown to have little noticeable impact. A full investigation into

this has not been conducted due to time and resource constraints, but this work

proves that high-order meshes can be produced on industrial models and sensible

results obtain with little meshing effort. Indeed the final projection meshing pipeline

only required one execution of the linear mesh generation and NekMesh, with no

need for repetition with either system or the CAD.

6.2 Example application of Elemental RP1 road

car

To demonstrate the applicability of the meshing methods detailed above, they have

each been applied to the Elemental RP1 road car, shown in figure 6.1. It is a high

performance, light-weight, street legal track car which produces 500 kgf of downforce

at 150mph, much more than any other car in its class. This car was the focus of a

collaborative study between Imperial College London, Elemental cars group, London

Computational Solutions (LCS) and SGI (now HPE). It focused on the high-order

CFD simulation of three design iterations of the car. It is firmly believed that the

scale and Reynolds number of these simulations mean they are the first of their kind.

The simulations were performed using the incompressible Naiver-Stokes solver in

Nektar++. This solver uses an implicit large-eddy simulation (iLES) formulation.

Each of the simulations were run at a Reynolds number of 250,000, which is lower

than the experimental value of approximately 2 million but still higher than other

simulations which have been attempted of this type. The simulations were run at a

polynomial order 5 and to increase the accuracy of the integration the quadrature

order used was 7. This meant that the meshes had to be generated at P = 7 to

ensure the elements were valid with this quadrature. Numerical stability was a big

factor in these simulations and is one of the reasons the Reynolds number is lower

than experimental values. Indeed new stabilisation techniques were developed which
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are an extension of the work in [56]. Meshes in this study ranged from approximately

2-3 million elements as the geometries became more complex and were a combination

of triangular prisms in the near-wall region and tetrahedra in the rest of the domain.

Figure 6.1. The Elemental RP1 road car, a high performance, street legal track car

which produces 500 Kg of downforce.

The study began with design 1 (D1): the baseline model of the car currently in

production. This model was meshed using the first analytic meshing pipeline. A

process which in total took approximately 4 months of going back and forth between

CAD healing and linear and high-order meshing to produce a viable mesh. The

process succeeded but was deemed too complex for robust high-order meshing. This

mesh contained 2.2 million elements of which, approximately 600,000 were prisms

within a boundary layer mesh. The simulation was conducted under the conditions

detailed previously. Because of the aggressive linearisation method used to ensure

the ability to produce the mesh, its quality, by the scaled Jacobian measure, was

guaranteed to have a minimum value greater than 0.1. This was the case for all

three meshes presented in this section. The study moved onto work with a second

geometry (D2) which was designed based on the results of the D1 simulation. The D2

mesh was created using the second analytic curving method. This mesh contained

2.6 million elements with approximately 700,000 boundary layer prisms. Figure

6.2 shows, firstly, the mesh of the two designs, D1 (left) and D2 (right), and the

corresponding flow solutions side by side. In the case of these images, the mesh

is indeed curved but for clarity only the curved edges of the elements are shown.

The flow figures show isocontours of total pressure coefficient, Cp0 = 0 coloured in

pressure.

From the high-order D1 simulation two key findings were made, neither of which

were identified in low-order RANS simulations [84]. Firstly, there appeared to be

strong vortical structures hitting the drivers helmet. This was fixed in D2 with a
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(a) High-order surface mesh (b) Top down view

(c) Side on view

Figure 6.2. (a) shows the high-order surface mesh, (b) and (c) two images on Cp0 = 0

isocontours coloured in pressure, one with a top down view the other side

on. In each case the half car on the on the left is the design 1 geometry

and corresponding flow and design 2 on the right.

redesigned console area in front of the driver. The D2 isocontour shows clearly that

these structures now pass cleanly over the drivers head and are in somewhat less

noisy in terms of the substructures. Secondly, the roll hoop produced significantly

more drag and separation than predicted. D2 had a redesigned roll hoop with an
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aerofoil profile as opposed to a circular cylinder. This aerofoil profile was slightly

angled to help control the flow over the new Gurney flap at the rear of the car. This,

combined with redesigned diffusers on the underside, led to increased downforce over

D1. The trend of changes in downforce and drag between the D1 and D2 simulations

was well predicted by the high-order simulations and matched the trend in the RANS

results [84].

Figure 6.3. Underside of the RP1 car showing an alternate angle of the Cp0 isocon-

tour. Design 1 is on the left and design 2 right. In this portion of the

geometry the CAD is identical. What differs here is the method used to

create the mesh. The design 1 geometry is clearly separating heavily at

the front splitter.

Between the two simulations, D1 and D2, despite no geometry changes on the

forward part of the underside of the car, the front splitter showed significant variation

in the flow physics. This is shown in figure 6.3. The D1 simulation shows significantly

lower pressure in this region and separation of the flow. In contrast, D2 shows much

smoother, attached flow. As there is little variation in the geometry in these two

regions between the two CAD models the most likely explanation of the greatly

differing results is mesh error. To investigate this, figure 6.4 shows the mesh in these

regions. Recalling that these meshes were made using the two different analytic
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curving approaches, it is observed that the mesh is much smoother in gradation

for D2. A possible explanation of the non-physical separation is that the lower

mesh quality of D1 induced this error. This result demonstrates the sensitivity of

high-order simulations to mesh quality as well as the higher quality obtained using

mesh from the second analytic curving method, where the commercial linear mesh

generator had some degree of control on the surface mesh.

Figure 6.4. Underside of the RP1 car surface mesh, design 1 left, design 2 right. In

this portion of the geometry the CAD is identical. What differs here is

the method used to create the mesh. The mesh on the right is visually

smoother.

The study concludes with one final design (D3) which is full aerodynamic upgrade

over the previous two designs. This car is designed to achieve extremely high levels

of downforce specifically for track racing. This design includes a fully redesigned

floor, front splitter and the addition of a rear wing. The ride height has also been

altered, raising the car at the rear for increased diffuser performance and lowering

the front of the car to increase in-ground effect of the front splitter. The increased

geometrical detail lead to an increase in mesh size for this geometry of 3.1 million

elements, just under a third were boundary layer prisms. In the following images

there is a noticeable offset in the geometries of the two cars, this is because of the
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(a) High-order surface mesh (b) Top down view

(c) Side on view

Figure 6.5. (a) shows the high-order surface mesh, (b) and (c) two images on Cp0 = 0

isocontours coloured in pressure, one with a top down view the other side

on. In each case the half car on the on the left is the design 1 geometry

and corresponding flow and design 3 on the right.

alteration in ride height. The results shown in figure 6.5, are consistent with the D2

simulation and are shown alongside the D1 results. Again the trends in increasing
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downforce were well predicted by the high-order simulation.

The D3 mesh which was also the largest at approximately 4 million elements

was made using the projection method. This method can be aggressive in regions

of the surface mesh straight sided where the curving process either would not work

or would produce invalid elements. This meant that a small percentage of the

surface was not geometrically accurate. However as the results show for D3, because

they are consistent with D2 and show no obviously non-physical flow region, this

aggressive approach had little impact. Indeed it allowed the mesh to be created

almost effortlessly, it required only one execution of the linear meshing and NekMesh

each, it also required no CAD healing or repetitive cycles. However a more conclusive

study with more simulations is required to draw stronger conclusions on whether the

compromised geometric accuracy is a compromise worth taking. The early results

here show that it may well be.
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7

Conclusions

This chapter collects conclusions from previous chapters, before making some final

remarks and suggesting topics for future work.

7.1 Linear mesh generation

Chapter 2 gave a detailed account of the linear mesh generation methods and algo-

rithms that have either been created or used within this project and implemented

in NekMesh. It described the process of how users will be able to go directly from a

CAD definition to a linear mesh, suitable for making high-order, without excessive

interaction. This is facilitated by the automatic spacing system which removes a

significant amount of user effort. While this system is not an entirely new idea or

approach, it is one of the corner stones of the research presented in this thesis. With-

out it, the work would have been significantly more labour intensive and potentially

not have had such successful outcomes. Its implementation has lead to an efficient

method for automatic curvature based refinement because the cost of each stage of

the process was carefully considered.

One of the goals of the project was to create tools which are robust as possi-

ble for the generation of high-order meshes. This process begins with the linear

meshing. Here a system is proposed which inherits the theoretical guarantees of

Delaunay mesh generation in both surface and volume meshing. Indeed it has been

found that when generating a all tetrahedral mesh the system is robust, complex

geometries with thousands of individual surfaces are meshed with a high rate of

success. However there is significant room for improvement in mesh quality and

the generation of boundary layer meshes. This part of the process in particular

needs significant attention to be able to deal with close proximity geometries such

as high-lift configuration wings.
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7.2 High-order mesh generation

Chapter 3 details theory on high-order mesh generation. It begins with a descrip-

tion on how to generate high-order surface meshes, which do not suffer from the

implications of CAD distortion, this was based around the ideas presented in [78].

It went onto focus on the details of a parallel implementation of a variational frame-

work for curvilinear mesh generation through the numerical optimisation of meshes.

This work forms part of the original contribution of this thesis. Here the problem

of generating a high-order mesh is formulated as that of finding a mapping from

a straight-sided mesh to a curvilinear mesh that conforms to the boundary of the

domain. The problem of finding this mapping is recast as a variational problem

where the curvilinear mesh is obtained as the minimum of a functional. Interpre-

tation of the functional as a deformation energy permits its analysis through the

theory of solid mechanics and takes advantage of the physical insights and theo-

retical results provided by that theory. Of particular interest are the conditions

that a functional must satisfy to ensure the existence of a minimum and the vari-

ous constitutive equations proposed for the energy functional to model a variety of

material deformations. However, it should be stressed that the functionals for mesh

generation do not necessarily have to be physically meaningful. For instance, during

the untangling of invalid meshes, the Jacobian could be negative thus violating the

principle of non-interpenetrability of matter.

The variational formulation provides a general framework for finding the mapping

that offers a number of benefits. Energy functionals for the majority of mapping-

based high-order mesh generation methods proposed in the literature to date have

been used. Further, the variational approach has shown the equivalence of the

Winslow method with the minimization of the shape distortion measure in two

dimensions. Numerical experiments also show their behaviour and performance

to be very similar in three-dimensional cases. This framework permits a modular

implementation of these methods since implementing a new one only requires to

change modules defining the energy functional and its derivatives. It has also allowed

comparisons of the performance of the various methods. The elasticity methods

produce better quality meshes, but require more iterations to converge than the

Winslow or shape distortion methods.

A further contribution is the development of a very efficient Hessian-based opti-

mization algorithm, using a relaxation technique during the iteration that, through

a partitioning of the domain via colouring, lends itself to a parallel implementation

with excellent scalability. A 70% efficiency between 1 and 24 2.7GHz cores has been
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observed in a mesh with 325,000 nodes that could be optimized in just 20 seconds.

The optimization algorithm has also been extended with the inclusion of Jacobian

and Hessian regularization to deal with tangled meshes with negative Jacobians.

Finally, nodes on the curves and surfaces, which represent the boundary of the do-

main, are allowed to move within them. These curves and surfaces are represented

by CAD entities defined in their respective parametric spaces. This requires the ex-

pressions of the gradients and Hessians in the optimization process to be evaluated

with respect to the parametric coordinates. The ability of the method to deal with

nodes “sliding” on the CAD entities was illustrated using some practical examples.

Finally, the examples presented in the results section have demonstrated that the

method is able to deal with complex geometries and optimize very sizeable meshes

very efficiently.

This framework is sufficiently general and flexible to incorporate element quality

control by modifying the functional to be optimised. This can be done either by

incorporating thermal stress terms, as proposed in previous work [58], within the en-

ergy functional or, alternatively, through the use of monitor functions, as advocated

in reference [41]. These modified versions of the energy functional could be used for

the generation of anisotropic meshes where the solution field is highly stretched as,

for instance, in boundary layers and wakes.

7.3 CFI

Chapter 5 details an attempt to address the challenge of generating high-order

meshes with high-aspect elements to efficiently simulate boundary-layer flows through

the use of a novel mesh generation pipeline. This pipeline combines a mesh generator

for semi-structured linear meshes and NekMesh for high-order capabilities. The lin-

ear mesh generator is based on a medial-object approach for domain decomposition

into near-field and far-field regions. The parameters of the decomposition have been

tuned to facilitate the generation of prismatic elements in the near field. The use of

medial object allows this prism layer to be much taller than can be achieved using

most commercially available mesh generators. To generate the high-order mesh the

prismatic elements are curved to conform to the boundary and then split using the

isoparametric approach.

In general the robustness and capability of the method used for high-order al-

gorithms is highly dependent on the quality of the linear mesh, of the CAD engine,

and also of the input CAD itself. This indicates that CAD and linear meshing

technologies widely perceived to be more than adequate in academic and industrial
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settings can, in practice, be completely impractical for high-order meshing purposes.

This is mainly due to the coarseness requirements for the linear mesh and the higher

sensitivity of high-order algorithms to distortions in the mappings defining the CAD

curves and surfaces. Through the use of CADfix, and its interface CFI, for fixing

CAD information, generating appropriate linear meshes and facilitating the inter-

face for the geometric enquiries required for high-order mesh generation, it has been

possible to greatly improve the rate of success at producing high-order meshes with

complex geometries.

Although the chosen O-type medial object decomposition is simpler to obtain

than a general multi-block decomposition, it is sufficiently flexible to deal with

reasonably complex geometries and higher orders (P = 4) without the need to

employ mesh deformation to improve mesh quality. Configurations of increased

complexity will require a slightly more general approach. One avenue of development

of the methodology is to incorporate H-type regions at the boundary layer. This will

allow the use of hexahedral elements in regions like the wing-fuselage junction and

will result in a higher quality boundary-layer mesh. In the isoparametric context,

this will require to split the hexahedra in two directions simultaneously. This is

not part of the current implementation, but it can be extended to incorporate such

splitting.

7.4 High-order CFD methods in industrial appli-

cations

Chapter 6 focuses on the evolution of a meshing pipeline which can utilise the

robustness of a commercial linear mesh generator and produce high-order meshes

using NekMesh to process the meshes. Three methods of generating meshes this

way were detailed and their application to three versions of a road car geometry

shown. These represented the evolution of the car design which was influenced by

the high-order results. That is to say that the project achieved production impacting

high-order CFD results using Nektar++ and the meshing pipelines. Combined with

other facts such as the complexity of the geometry, a full road car, the size of the

meshes, 2-4 million P = 5 elements and the relatively high Reynolds number for

high-order CFD, Re = 250000, it is strongly believed these are these are the first

simulations of their kind.

The reason for the Reynolds number of these simulations being lower than the

experimental value, which would be closer to two million, is in part computational
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resources. To run simulation at higher Reynolds number the meshes would require

far more elements, particularly in the wall normal direction to capture the thin

boundary layers. The computational recourses for these simulations were provided

by SGI and while generous, they were not infinite, so some restriction had to be

placed on the size of the meshes. The road car simulations showed the capabilities

of Nektar++ and the level, in terms of geometric size and complexity, it can han-

dle. Moving forward the Nektar++ project in will be focusing on computational

efficiency so that in the future it can run even bigger simulations within the bounds

of reasonable cost.

The evolution of the meshing process culminates in a method which uses a series

of failsafe options. That is if the CAD and the linear surface mesh do not conform

and this means curving the surface is impossible, it will simply leave the element

straight sided. In addition to this, if any curving induces an invalid element, it will be

reverted back to straight sided. This obviously compromises geometric conformity

and therefore could heavily impact the simulation quality. However, in the case

of design 3, where very little CAD healing was applied prior to meshing, very few

surface triangles were left straight sided, only a few hundred out of many hundreds

of thousands. A significant number of the straight sided surface triangles could be

fixed by editing the CAD or the linear surface mesh so that they better conform. The

process of generating the design 3 mesh was effortless and nearly fully automatic.

The CAD required no healing or editing. The linear mesh was ran once using a

predefined sizing specification. Then finally, NekMesh was ran once, almost as a

black-box, with no user interaction at all to curve the mesh, and create anisotropic

boundary layer elements.

The true impact of compromising the geometric accuracy of the surface elements

is as yet undetermined but comparing the three simulations, very consistent results

can be seen and it appears that the failsafe approach has little impact on the final

results.

7.5 Further work

The amount of prospects for future work from the project detailed in this thesis

is plentiful. Smaller points for future work have been highlighted throughout the

thesis but here a number of these are given in more detail, along with two key long

term research avenues.

The automatic mesh specification system using a octree could be used for topics

such as adaptive meshing. The octree could store and represent information on the
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flow physics, such as shocks, or on numerical error. It could even be upgraded to

coarsen and refine during simulation runtime to resolve transient flow features. The

octree system could then be used to drive a whole range of adaptivity methods. It

could be used for h-type adaption which coarsens or refines the mesh. However the

literature would suggest curvilinear h adaption has not been well investigated. It

could also be used to guide p adaption where the polynomial order is varied through-

out the domain to control numerical error. r-type adaption is another possibility

and could also be used in conjunction with the variational optimisation framework.

By altering the objective functions the mesh could be driven to generate anisotropy

and cluster quadrature points in interesting flow regions. Indeed at the time of

writing this thesis work has already begun to investigate this.

In terms of the NekMesh meshing pipeline a number of upgrades could be consid-

ered in the future to make it more robust and user friendly. In particular, upgrading

the built-in boundary layer generation should be a priority. This will greatly increase

the range of geometries which NekMesh will be able to work with. In addition to

this updates to the octree mesh specification system would allow for greater con-

trol of the meshes by the user. This could include more types of mesh refinement

sources such as points or planes which could be used for refining wakes away from

the geometry.

The first long term point for future work is coupling the linear and high-order

components of the mesh generator. That is to make the linear meshing routines

high-order aware. One of the criticisms of the literature in the first chapter was

that the linear and high-order meshing routines are considered as two disconnected

parts and they still are. In particular, if the linear volume mesh generation routines

were high-order aware they could make topological changes or use alternative point

placement strategies to alleviate the number of invalid elements generated when

imposing the surface curvature. Indeed in chapter 3 it is commented on that a

significant number of meshes which would not untangle could be solved by suitably

redefining the linear mesh. The combination of high-order aware linear meshing and

a robust interior deformation method should be able to produce quality meshes with

a high rate of success.

Secondly there remains a number of questions associated with the variational

optimisation framework. The results show that when the mesh begins valid and the

system is being used to increase the quality of the mesh, the system is robust. This

is in part due to the theoretical guarantee of the existence of a minimum that is

provided when the functional is convex. However the use of regularisation, to allow

for the untangling of meshes, breaks the convexity property of the functional. A
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key point for further work will be to find, either functions which are mathematical

valid when the Jacobian is less that zero, or a regularisation method which preserves

convexity. This would allow for the system to truly be called robust. In addition

to this the quadrature rules used to evaluate the functional within an element need

addressing. While the rules provided by Witherden and Vincent provided a solution

to the negative quadrature weight issue, the choice of rule and order used can greatly

impact the result in optimising the mesh. Ideally a set of rules would be used which

are generic in the sense they work for all element types, are reliable enough to work

at many orders and go to a high enough order. At present this is limited order 10.
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